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ABSTRACT

The sterile insect technique involves mass rearing of male insects for sterility purpose. This heavily relies on male fitness and genetic compatibility of laboratory-adapted male insects and the wild to ensure successful competition with their male counterpart in the wild. Uniform environment in the laboratory as compared to the wild conditions might lead to genetic drift which might lead to reduced sexual competitiveness, fitness, morphological changes or changes in the sexual behaviour of mosquitoes. This work investigated the sexual compatibility, morphometry and sexual behaviour of laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* under laboratory conditions. These measurements were done by observing swarm formation, genitalia rotation, percentage insemination, fecundity, fertility, wing length, wing width, thoracic width, body length, body size index and wing size index. Morphometric studies of laboratory-adapted and wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* were carried out by observing the wing length, body length and thoracic length under Lecia 4D stereoscope in order to find out variations in the body size between the two strains. The results showed significant difference between thoracic width and wing length between the laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain. Indices such as body size index and wing length index also showed significant difference between the two strains; laboratory-adapted REDCO strain (BSI 4.45 ± 0.10, p = 0.010; WSI 1.92 ± 0.07, p = 0.026) and wild REDCO strain (4.08 ± 0.10, p = 0.010; WSI 1.73 ± 0.04, p = 0.026). Body length of laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes (4.24 ± 0.05, p = 0.462) was not significantly different from its thoracic width, wing length, and wing width. The wild strain on the other hand had significant difference between its body length (4.19 ± 0.04, p = 0.462), thoracic width (0.096 ± 0.02, p = 0.002) and wing length...
(2.99 ± 0.03, p = 0.050). In the mating experiment, egg production in each of the crosses
(W♂ x W♀; 594.00 ± 20.00, p = 0.00), (L♂ x L♀; 108.00 ± 119.00, p = 0.00) and
(237.00 ± 40.00, p = 0.00) showed significance in egg production. The results suggest
that sizes of the two strains differ and also laboratory-adapted strain produced the highest
number of eggs.
CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The sterile insect technique (SIT) and genetically engineered insects releases are part of insect pest control strategies which have mass rearing of insects as starting points. The gene pool of these colonized insects is limited as a result of selection and genetic bottlenecks that have come about from long term rearing of the insects (Baeshen et al., 2014; Dyck et al., 2005). The fitness of these colonized strains are at stake due to these genetic changes (Benedict et al., 2009; Howel and Knols, 2009; Reisen, 2003). These genetic changes as well as changes in behaviour resulting from isolation could lead to sexual incompatibility. Therefore using comparative biology as a tool for measuring the extent of the changes caused by colonization of the laboratory strain relative to its wild strain will prove effective. This study involves comparative biological studies to determine the extent to which prolonged colonization has changed the REDCO strain. It will focus on The comparative biology, which will involve the morphometric, developmental and reproductive biology as tools to compare any differences between the two strains.

In the World Health Organization (WHO) report, (2012; 2013) about 3 billion people of the world population, especially Africa and Asia, stood the risk of getting malaria disease in 2012. This had resulted in very high mortality rates especially in children below the age of 5 years and pregnant women. In West
Africa, including Ghana about 90 percent of malaria deaths happen every year (Klinkenberg et al., 2008; Rueda, 2008). But this has been reducing due to the success of integrated vector management (IVM) method.

According to a review executed in 2015 by WHO, deaths resulting from malaria disease has declined by 47% worldwide, 54% in African countries under the auspices of WHO, and death rates in children dropped by 58% since the year 2000. Out of the 198 million records in malaria in 2013, about 584,000 resulted in deaths. It is extrapolated that an infant dies of malaria every minute in Africa. Travellers from non-malaria endemic areas are highly vulnerable since their body is devoid of immunity to the parasite (WHO, 2015).

Malaria is hyper-endemic in Ghana and accounts for over three million outpatient visits every year in health institution records (Obala, et al., 2012). The Ghana Health Service reported that 20 - 30.3% of infants below the age of 5 years face mortality and about 5.98% mortality occur in pregnant women. The above statistics derived from Ghana Ministry of Health (2008) and Ghana Health Service (2014) indicates loss in productivity through the decrease in man power in the nation.

1.2 Problem Statement

There have been several current control measures for malaria. These control measures can be grouped into Rapid Disease Diagnosis, Chemotherapy and Vector Control. Rapid disease diagnosis involves the early detection and correct diagnosis of malaria and treatment of the disease by professional health personnel,
which involves the right prescription and dosage of drugs to malaria patients so as to get rid of the *Plasmodium* parasite in the populace. This has not proved effective due to inadequate accessibility to health care and the dilemma of self-medication which causes resistant *Plasmodium* strains. Large scale prophylaxes have proved effective but have some dangerous lapses on drug resistance as indicated by (Killeen *et al.*, 2002).

According to White *et al.*, (2011), malaria vector control is also employed in reducing mosquito population by killing the aquatic immature stages and the adult mosquitoes. Larvae and pupae can be controlled through the use of larvacide, pupacies, and environmental management. The use of chemical insecticide spray at breeding sites and our homes or the use of repellents on our body, sleeping under Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs), and indoor residual spray (IRS) on walls of buildings control adult mosquitoes (WHO, 2006). The chemical control methods are faced with the problem of resistance (Baeshen, *et al.*, 2014).

The resistance and other problems associated with insecticide use have led to new trends in autocidal vector control methods, including sterile insect technique (SIT) and the use of genetically modified mosquitoes. The sterile insect technique is a highly potential tool of mosquito control and is currently being used in an *Anopheles arabiensis* pilot control program in Northern Sudan (Dyck *et al.*, 2005; Muhenga *et al.*, 2011). This was due to the high success of the SIT mosquito programs piloted in Pensacola, Florida in the 1960’s to control *Aedes spp*, and in El Salvador for the control of *Anopheles albimanus* (CRA-IAEA, 2013). Both of which required mass rearing of mosquitoes in the laboratory or a rearing facility.
According to Baeshen et al., (2014), certain laboratory factors such as temperature uniformity, nutrition, overcrowding and inbreeding lead to shortening of sperm length, increase in testes size and decrease in accessory gland size. In addition, long term rearing of mosquitoes for several generations can lead to genetic homogeneity resulting from genetic isolation and natural selection. The laboratory reared mosquitoes might not perform well when released into wild populations. There is also a high probability of timidity, modified sexual and courtship skills of laboratory reared ones which might render it incompatible with the aggressive wild strain. In the 2011 article by Muhenga et al., significant fitness loss was said to be highly probable in the laboratory reared mosquitoes (over 90 generations) and may reduce genetic variation, since a more diversified gene pool indicates fitness. The loss or reduction in variation can be associated with population bottle-neck, founder effects or likely homogenous laboratory conditions. The genes responsible for search and location of food, and swarm markers under wild conditions could be lost or modified due to active disuse of those genes. The reasons being that, they do not actively search for food and female mating partners during colonization, which might make survival and fitness of male mosquitoes reared for many generations less likely in wild conditions. This could adversely affect mass rearing of any species of insects being targeted for control using autocidal method. There is the need to compare Anopheles gambiae Giles (Diptera; Culicidae) reared in the laboratory for over 90 filial generations with the first filial generation of the wild population, both of which originated from breeding sites at REDCO a residential area in Madina and
its environs in the Greater Accra Region of Ghana to observe any difference in their morphometry, biology and reproductive behaviour.

### 1.3 Justification

There is the need for this study to be undertaken, since long term colonization and its associated parameters such as temperature, nutrition and inbreeding may affect the biology and certain behavioural parameters of the *Anopheles gambiae* Giles (Diptera; Culicidae) which might affect competitiveness in the wild during field releases. Studies done by Mwangangi *et al.*, (2004) showed that longevity had significant correlation with body size. The bigger the size of the mosquito, the longer it lived. Bigger male mosquitoes also attracted female mosquitoes better than small sized mosquitoes. This is to determine whether *Anopheles gambiae* Giles (Diptera; Culicidae) reared over several generations, which might be used as test subjects for insecticide studies and other experiments truly simulates what happens under field conditions. Muhenga *et al.*, (2011) compared MALPAN laboratory *Anopheles arabiensis* colony reared over 20 years with its wild strain collected at Malahlapago. The two populations were found to show significant difference in reproductive and physiological fitness. I am investigating and replicating it on *Anopheles gambiae s.s.*, Giles reared over 90 generations to its wild strain.

This study seeks to find out if rearing of *Anopheles gambiae s.s.*, Giles significantly affects their morphometry and reproductive biology. Whether the laboratory adapted strain is a good candidate for SIT programmes.
1.4 Main Objective

- To determine whether prolonged colonization has any significant effect on the biology and reproductive behaviour of Anopheles gambiae Giles (Diptera; Culicidae).

1.5 Specific Objective

- To determine differences in the morphometrics and developmental biology of laboratory adapted colony and the wild population.

- To assess effect of prolonged colonization on the sexual compatibility of the laboratory adapted colony and the wild population.

- To determine variation in mating of the laboratory adapted colony and the wild populations.
CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Malaria vectors and classification

*Anopheles spp.* are the principal vectors of malaria. Many species of *Anopheles* mosquitoes are distributed globally. *Anopheles culicifacies* are mostly found in the south Asian plains. *Anopheles fluviatiles* and *Anopheles minimus* are geographically situated in riverine valleys while *Anopheles stephensis* are dominant in the arid and semi-arid plains and urban areas. In Ghana and other African countries the main vectors of malaria are 3 species of *Anopheles*, namely, *Anopheles gambiae*, *Anopheles arabiensis* and *Anopheles funestus*. These species have been known to have an evolutionary relationship with the *Plasmodium* parasites. However, in other places such as China, *Anopheles sinensis* and *Anopheles anthropophagus* are the vectors of malaria. In Central and South America, *Anopheles darling* and *Anopheles pseudopunctipennis* are the main malaria vectors. These evolutionary related *Anopheles spp.* have evolved in the tropical-savanna zones and have mastered the spread of mutant *Plasmodium* parasites (Coluzzi, 1999).

Mosquitoes belong to the Order Diptera, and the Infraorder Culicomorpha (Reinert *et al.*, 1997 ; Reinert *et al.*, 2009). Mosquitoes under the Family Culicidae are grouped into two subfamilies, which are Anophelinae and Culicinae as reported by Harbach in 2004. The subfamily Anophelinae consist of three
genera; *Anopheles* (cosmopolitan), *Bironella* Theobald (Australasian) and *Chagasia* Cruz which is neotropic. Most of the anopheline species are found in the genus *Anopheles* which is made up of six subgenera. Based on Harbach’s work in 2013 and a work done by the New Zealand BioSecure Entomology Laboratory (2007), the total number of *Anopheles* species is approximated to be 465. This value keeps on alternating since about 13% of the 537 species published in SAM, (2015) are yet to be named. About 70 are malaria vectors of humans and 40 of them are being given a status of important vectors (Amani et al., 2014).

*Anopheles* is the most studied among the mosquito genera. This is due to its negative health effects on humans and domestic animals. Mosquitoes in comparison with other insects have affected man in all aspects of life and have intricately been woven into human evolution. *Anopheles* genera are classified based on internal and external structures. The external structures are the shape of scales and distribution of scales on the thorax and abdomen, wing spots, head of the adult mosquito, larval and pupal anatomy of the *Anopheles* mosquito (Harbach, 1994). Currently, the classification of the male *Anopheles* is based on the number and positions of specialized setae found on the gonocoxites of the aedeagus (Harbach, 2013). The internal structures are currently based on chromosome structure and DNA sequencing. About 465 - 484 of *Anopheles* species are currently fully studied, and have been divided among six genera, with the largest of the genera being *Anopheles, Celia,* and *Nyssorhynchus.* These changes in classification of *Anopheles* were made to delete multiplicity, duplicity,
erroneous classification and to ensure clarity (Harbach, 1994). *Celia, Kerteszia, Baimaia, Nyssorhynchus* and *Stethomyia* have been re-assigned subgenera status with 14 other genera used as synonyms of *Anopheles, Celia* or *Nyssorhynchus* (Harbach, 2013). The genus *Anopheles* is comprised of 182 species and are found in all zoogeographic regions in the world. *Celia* subgenus is found in the Australasian, Oriental, Afro-tropical regions and sometimes Palearctic regions, and is made of 227 species. *Kerteszia* (Neotropic region) has 12 species. *Nyssorhynchus* (dominantly Neotropical and with little occurrence in Nearctic regions) has 30 species, and *Stethomyia* (Neotropical regions) consist of 5 species (Harbach, 2013). These classifications were based on the external and internal structures.

*Anopheles spp.* are the only species that transmits all the four protozoal parasites that cause malaria namely *Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium ovale,* and *Plasmodium malariae.* *Anopheles* mosquitoes do not only transmit malaria but are also vectors of Bancroftian filariasis (*Wuchereria bancrofti*), whose vectors are *Anopheles gambiae s.l.* and *Anopheles funestus.* Reuda reported in 2008 that *Anopheles gambiae* Giles is part of the most efficient vectors in the spread of this malicious filarial disease. Malayan filariasis (*Brugia malayi*) is caused by *Anopheles sinensis.* Brugian filariasis (*Brugia timori*) is also spread by *Anopheles barbirostris.* Ross river virus, Cache valley virus and O’Nyong Nyong virus are spread by *Anopheles amictus, Anopheles quadrimaculatus,* and *Anopheles gambiae* respectively. *Dirofilaria immitis* and *Dirofilaria repens* (Dog heart worms) are disease causing filarial organisms also
transmitted by the *Anopheles spp.* Research has shown some viral isolates from several *Anopheles spp.* These are the Kowanyama virus (*Anopheles amictus* and *Anopheles annilipes*), Mapputta virus (*Anopheles amictus* and *Anopheles annulipes*), Trubanaman virus (*Anopheles annulipes*), Sindbis (*Anopheles meraukensis*), Eubenangee virus (*Anopheles farauti*) and Bovine ephemeral fever (*Anopheles bancroftii*).

Due to the stubborn nature of the *Anopheles spp.*, and their threat to life, medical and economic importance, there have been several conventional measures, such as cultural control, biological control and chemical control used in to reduce their population. These control methods are proving to be less effective due to high cost in implementing them on a large scale or development of resistant gene. This evasive behaviour of *Anopheles* mosquitoes has led to a paradigm shift to new cutting edge genetic control methods. Genetic control methods involve the sterile insect technique or other genetically engineered mosquito technologies (Howell and Knols, 2009; Lees et al., 2014; Muhenga et al., 2011; Nolan et al., 2011). These genetic control strategies can be successful only if male mosquitoes are mass reared under artificial laboratory conditions, treated then released to achieve control purpose. The problems which have been found by other researchers concerning this method are low fitness level, altered behaviour and reduced competition of colonized mosquitoes, since this method involves mass rearing and colonization of mosquitoes. It has been found that colonized male mosquitoes have shorter sperm tail, smaller accessory gland size and abnormally enlarged testes. These changes in the male mosquitoes reared under laboratory conditions
for long periods have been linked to reduce fitness and competitiveness when compared to their wild brothers. Therefore it is suspected that these changes affect their biology and behaviour which might flaw any genetic control programme (Howell and Knols, 2009; Lees et al., 2014; Muhenga et al., 2011; Nolan et al., 2011).

2.2 Geographic distribution

Anopheles mosquitoes are cosmopolitan, and are dominant in the tropics and subtropical zones and also distributed in the temperate climates (Figure 2.1). The population distribution of local Anopheles species is seasonal and is directly proportional to the rainy season, making distribution relatively at its peak during heavy rainfall and lower during the drier periods in the year. (Sinka, 2013). Anopheles spp. are endemic in the sub-Saharan Africa and is known as the Anopheles belt (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 World-wide and sub Saharan distributions of *Anopheles spp.*  
(Guelbeogo and Ayala, 2013; White and Kaufman, 2014).

2.4 Comparative biology and mating behaviour

Comparative biology takes into consideration the functional and evolutionary biology of an insect, which combines to give an in-depth understanding of how the structural component of the insect work. It also shows how the biotic and physical environment of the insect interacts with time and ecological conditions. SriKumar and Bhat, (2012) on their study on the comparative biology of the tea
mosquito bug (Helopeltis spp.) placed oviposition, adult survival rate, longevity, egg production, developmental time and sex ratio under comparative biology. Also, sexual maturity, morphometry, time to complete life cycle and egg production per female are all classified under comparative biology of an insect. The sexual behaviour on the other hand focuses on how male mosquitoes form swarms, and the relationship between egg production and number of male mosquitoes which formed swarms.

2.5 Genitalia rotation

Genitalia rotation is the physiological changes that exhibited by the male mosquito as a sign of sexual maturity. Dahan and Koekemoer (2013) indicated that these changes are visible few hours after adult emergence. During this process the terminalia either turn in at most 45° intervals clockwise or counter clockwise direction till sexual maturation is reached at 180° full rotation. The inability to start rotation or complete genitalia rotation is an indication of sexual immaturity in male mosquitoes. Male mosquitoes that are able to complete the genital rotation at a faster rate stand the chance of showing high reproductive performance. The male genitalia is made of an aedeagus and other external genitalia structures such as subgenital plate, claspers, styli and other structures which help in mating (Meyer, 2005). The prominent part is the gonocoxites which are sclerotized non lobed structures bearing the basimere, basistyle, coxite, and claspers as illustrated in figures 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Structure of the aedeagus with gonocoxite bearing claspers and other post genital structures (Becker et al., 2010).

The claspers are movable since they form a moveable joint with the apex of the gonocoxites, thus helping in hooking to female during mating. Male genitalia is a modification of the ninth abdominal segment with the tenth and eleventh segments reduced into post genital structures on the ninth segment. A complete genitalia rotation turns the sterna, terga and genitalia upside down, which brings the aedeagus on top of the anus. This makes insertion of the aedeagus into the female’s genital opening possible during copulation (Becker et al., 2010).

Dahan and Koekemoer (2014) conducted an experiment in which batches of male *Anopheles funestus* fed with 10 % sucrose solution were picked and killed by freezing at -20 °C from 2 to 48 hours at hourly intervals. The mosquitoes were kept under laboratory conditions of 18 °C to 29 °C and 74 - 80 % rh respectively. The rate of genitalia rotation was examined based on different degrees of genitalia rotation listed below. In figure 2.3 each stage shows the degree of rotation with
the white arrows showing the position of the seventh and eighth pleura. When it is in a straight line, and the claspers face down, it shows the final stage of genitalia rotation (Oliva et al., 2010; Oliva et al., 2011).

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, stage 0 shows no rotation in the first two hours, stage 1 has a rotation of about 45° which occurs often within the first six hours. Stage 2 are dominant between six to fourteen hours after emergence and have their genitalia rotating within the range of 45°-90°. Between six to twenty four hours, stage 3 has 90°-135° genitalia rotation. At age fourteen to forty eight hours, stage 4 has full rotation of 180°. The white arrows indicate the position of the 7th and 8th pleura when it is in line with the ventral-facing claspers; it shows the final stage of genitalia rotation. The duration of complete rotation varies from species to species, with some Aedes spp. taking from 40 - 96 hours to complete rotation. In-depth research into rate of genitalia rotation of anopheline mosquitoes have not yet been done, but limited observations show that at least 24 hours rotation period is required before Anopheles arabiensis, Anopheles gambiae s.s and Anopheles stephensis become sexually matured to embark on mating.
Genitalia rotation in mosquito species *Anopheles arabiensis* and *Anopheles gambiae* require at least 24 hrs to fully mature sexually (Oliva *et al.*, 2011). A 2x2 contingency was used by them to compare the rates of rotation between the laboratory adapted and wild populations of *Anopheles arabiensis*. The p-value was calculated using Fisher exact test in GraphPad Prism vs.-6 and the statistical significance set to 5 % level. The results of the laboratory adapted and wild populations of *Anopheles arabiensis* showed that at 2 hours, genitalia had not rotated in the two populations. More than half of the male population of both the wild and laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes had reached their second stage at 14
hours after emergence, and between 20 - 48 hours, almost all had reached full rotation. Research showed that the difference between genitalia rotation of the laboratory adapted and wild mosquito populations at each age were not significant (p > 0.05; Fisher exact test). On the other hand, when the same experiment was conducted under 23 - 29 °C ± 1 °C and 74 % rh conditions, there were significant differences in each age between the laboratory adapted and wild populations. The experiments of Oliva et al., (2011), showed that wild males had slower genitalia rotation than laboratory males. At 17 hours post emergence, 96 % of laboratory males had completed rotation of genitalia, whereas 0 % of the wild males had completed their genitalia rotation. At 11 hours post-emergence stage, 42 % of the laboratory males had completed their genitalia rotation, which suggests that sex separation at adult stage should be done earlier than 11 hours so to ensure the virginity of the female mosquitoes. According to Oliva et al., (2011), the males were separated from the females between in not more than 18 hours after emergence, but this has been changed to 12 -16 hours after further experiments has shown earlier sexual maturation than previously proposed.

Mosquitoes like many Dipterans are not sexually matured right after emergence. Male mosquito genitalia are found in the 8th to 10th abdominal segments. At the tip of the last abdominal segment is a pair of claspers bearing claws which help males to grasp females during mating. Their genitalia need to go through a complete rotation of 180° to be ready to mate. Genitalia rotation is made possible by the action of two cross muscles that oppose each other in action, which can either be in the clock wise or anti-clockwise direction. Female mosquitoes, on the
other hand, are usually unreceptive to males during the first 30 - 60 hours; however, they sometimes allow copulation without insemination within the period. The male genitalia rotation can be seen by observing the relative position of the abdominal claws, the claspers, the pleura and the basistyles (Figures 2.2). The claws and claspers may either face ventrally (downwards), laterally (sideways) or dorsally (upwards) at different stages of the genitalia rotation designated as stages 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. Stage 0 and Stage 4 represent no rotation or complete rotation respectively. The pleura of segments 7 and 8 are continuous and both sides of the pleuron must be observed on the 7th and 8th segments to justify the fate of rotation or make an informed decision. The other stages have the basistyles (Figures 2.2) perpendicular or at an angle to pleuron. Virgin male mosquitoes kept in cages were aspirated and killed when their respective ages were reached (Oliva et al., 2011).

At age 0 - 3.5 hours, all of the laboratory-adapted mosquitoes recorded no genitalia rotation. About 25 % were in stage 1 genitalia rotations when recorded at 4.5 hours after emergence. From 14 hours upwards, 100 % males had their genitals rotating to at least 135 °. More than 90 % of the laboratory-adapted population had reached full rotation and after 14 hours. Between 24 - 168 hours all laboratory reared male mosquitoes had full rotation. In the wild population 40% had reached complete rotation at 23.5 hours. Genitalia rotation in laboratory-adapted population was significantly different from that in wild population. The significant speed in genitalia rotation in the laboratory-adapted population is associated to natural selection, genetic drift (neutral evolution), and inbreeding.
These factors have been found to cause variation, short maturation period and modify sexual behaviour in laboratory-adapted mosquitoes.

2.6 Life cycle of *Anopheles* mosquito

*Anopheles* mosquito exhibits complete metamorphosis; egg, larvae, pupae and adult stages (Figure 2.4). It can take about 10-27 days to reach the adult stage (Cross, 2004; Glyshaw and Wason, 2013; Rios and Connelly, 2013; White and Kaufman, 2014) depending on the species and the ambient temperature. Only the adult stage which is an intermittent parasitic ectoparasite is not aquatic. Female *Anopheles* mosquitoes enter swarms formed by male mosquitoes, where they form mating pairs for nuptial to take place. Swarming behaviour shows fitness of male mosquitoes, since one round of swarming routine can make use of about 50% of energy reserves (Howell and Knols, 2009). This means that the most competitive males are energetic and are able to mate with more than one female. Some male mosquitoes are denied mating which can be associated to sexual immaturity and lower fitness. Female mosquitoes who have successfully mated obtain blood meal, preferably from humans and a single female can lay from 100 to 300 eggs in their life time (Glyshaw and Wason, 2013). In ambient temperature, the percentage egg hatch can be as high as 80%.
2.7 Oviposition and biology of eggs

2.7.1 Breeding sites

The female *Anopheles* mosquito is attracted to slow moving fresh water found in puddles, pools, fresh water marshes, flooded areas, ditches, road ruts, pot-holes, rice fields, irrigated areas, clean drainages, house hold water containments (Chinery, 1995). The eggs are also found in water accumulated in cans, hollow coconut shells, hollow car tyres, deep car tracks, foot and hoof print depressions and burrows in trees, due to enough oxygen present in their clean water and possibly security provided for survival of larvae (Khaemba *et al.*, 1994; Minakawa *et al.*, 2001). *Anopheles gambiae* has shown a possible evolutionary
adaptation to certain levels of pollution in water bodies due to urbanization as reported by Klinkenberg et al., (2008) and special case studies in Cote d’Ivoire and Cameroon (Antonio-Nkondjio et al., 2011; Matthys et al., 2006; Omlin et al., 2007,). In Abeokuta, Nigeria, research showed that Anopheles gambiae now existed in sympatry with Culex spp which is known for its affinity to contaminated water (Adeleke et al., 2008).

2.7.2 Oviposition of eggs

According to the Centre for Disease Control, CDC (2012), adult females of Anopheles mosquitoes can lay an average of 100 eggs per oviposition. Eggs are laid singly and directly on water surface to reduce desiccation (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Eggs of Anopheles spp. in water with visible lateral floats (Rios and Connelly, 2007).

Eggs of Anopheles have length and width of about 371.5µm, and 141.0µm respectively. The egg has length to width ratio of about 2.634µm and usually canoe or surf-shaped (Figure 2.6). The eggs are not stuck together, they have fairly pointed anterior and posterior ends (ECDC, 2014; Glyshaw and Wason, 2013; Malhotra et al., 2000; Sehrawat, 2014). The mean length of 100 specimens was 596 ± 8.35µm within a range 530 - 700 and the width taken at the broadest
point was 196 ± 1.73µm also in the range of 180 - 210). Also the length/width ratio is 3.0 4 ± 0.04 with range 2.6 - 3.5 µm (Malhotra et al., 2000). They have their upper surfaces usually flattened, and the lower surfaces are convex shaped.

Figure 2.6 Lateral view of canoe shaped egg with lateral floats on its side (Malhotra et al., 2000).

The wall of the egg-shell is made of the inner wall known as the endochorion which tans after drying. The outer wall (exochorion) has a transparent material which might have frills, bosses and floats on either side (Sehrawat, 2014). Some species such as Anopheles sacharovi Fa’vr most often lack lateral floats, but at certain cold conditions eggs develop rudimentary or vestigial floats (ECDC, 2014; Romi, et als., 2002). Most eggs often hatch after 24 hours, but during adverse conditions they might take 3 – 7 days. Eggs need contact with water in order to survive or else it will not hatch. Anopheles eggs take about 1 - 3 days in the warm, humid tropic regions, and longer time in harsh, colder and temperate environments.
2.8 Larval stage

2.81 External morphology

The next phase in the mosquito life cycle is the larval stage, which requires solely a water source to survive. The length of *Anopheles gambiae* larvae at their 1st instar stage is < 1 mm and at the 4th instar it is 7.5 mm. They most often mimic the colour of their breeding sites. Larvae vary in colouration from yellowish, to greyish-dark or sometimes green. The larvae have prominent dark coloured head, large thorax and segmented abdomen with hairs on their body. In contrast to *Culex* and *Aedes* mosquitoes, *Anopheles* larvae lack respiratory siphon and for this reason they lie parallel to the surface of the water to breathe through spiracles at the posterior end of the 8th abdominal segment (Figure 2.7, left specimen) (Meyer, 2005; Ponlawat and Harrington, 2009).

![Larvae and Pupae](image)

Figure 2.7 Horizontal positions of larva and pupa of *Anopheles spp.* (Rios and Connelly, 2007)

2.8.2 Feeding habit of the larvae

The *Anopheles* larvae have a pair of relatively large mouth brushes used for collecting food items such as phytoplanktons and zooplanktons. During their first two instars they feed on dissolved food. The 3rd and 4th instar larvae feed on a lot
of spend most of algae, bacteria, and other microorganisms so that they store enough energy for the transformation and development that occur at the pupal stage, which is a non-feeding stage. They take about 7 - 14 days for larvae metamorphose into pupal stage.

2.9 Pupal stage

The third phase of metamorphosis is the pupal stage which is also aquatic. Its lateral view is comma-shaped. The cephalothorax which is made up of the fusion of head and thorax are exaggerated in size as compared to the rest of the body (Figure 2.7, right specimen). Although the pupae are active, they do not feed but use stored food at the larval stage in their body. They breathe through a pair of respiratory trumpets on the dorsal side of cephalothorax. Adult mosquito emerges from pupal stage after 24 to 48 hours (Cross, 2004).

2.10 Adult stage

The adult stage is the end of metamorphosis and the only non-aquatic and parasitic stage. After emergence from puparium, adults wait for an average period of 48 hours for sexual maturation to occur. In males, this is made evident by either the clock-wise or counter clock-wise rotation of the male genitalia. The adult mosquitoes like any insect has three body parts namely head, thorax and abdomen (Figure 2.8). They have a pair of wings with scales covering the veins and margins. Presence or absence of dark spots on wings can be used to identify mosquito species. Antennae may be bushy or brush-like (plumose) in the males
and pilose in the female mosquitoes. Their mouthparts form a long piercing and sucking proboscis. *Anopheles* adult mosquito rests with the abdomen positioned obliquely on resting surfaces during feeding or digestion of blood meal, whereas other species keep their bodies parallel to the surface, which makes them easy to identify when sitting on the skin (Meyer, 2005; Rutledge *et al.*, 2005).

![Diagram of mosquito structure](http://www.cdc.gov; Silva *et al.*, 2012).

The thorax of mosquitoes resembles an upside down pyramid. The meso-notum which is the basal region is rounded off, and the coxae form the apex. The four sides of the coxae are formed from the two pleurae of both the anterior and posterior of the thorax. The legs are converged around the mid-coxae region. Due to the complicated nature of finding body size of mosquitoes in the sixties, it is a fact now that wing length is the most reliable, accurate and easiest way to
determine the size of mosquitoes since wing length is directly proportional to mosquito size.

2.11 Structure of *Anopheles gambiae* wing

Wing length starts from the knuckle or root of the wing, or base of the costa to the most pointed tip of the wing, with exemption to the hair fringes along the edge of the wings (Figures 2.9). Female *Aedes* wings are narrower than males, with proportions of 4 wing length : 1 wing width and 4 wing length : 3 wing width respectively. Female wings are also longer than the males, 3.5 mm and 2.5 mm respectively. Wing length is also equal to weight of the mosquito but with higher uncertainty. However, the wing length cannot be used to equate body weight of gravid and well-fed female mosquitoes. An unfed mosquito has an average abdominal length and body size equal to its wing length. However, Carron, (2007) indicated that wing length was longer in males than in females but vice versa in wing width based on his research on *Ochlerotatus caspius* mosquito. In Carron’s conclusion, it was ascertained that wing size or surface or area as estimated by multiplying wing length by wing width had a positive and significant relationship with the body weight. Yeap et al. (2013) also proved that wing length and centroid sizes were much correlated to body size, whereby centroids are the distances between certain landmarks located on the wings (Figure 2.11).
2.12 Spermathecae structure

During copulation, the spermatophores from the male are deposited at the base of the spermathecal duct which emanates from the female bursa copulatrix. After the insemination, blood taken in by the female is used for developing the ovaries and eggs and triggers the release of sperms from the spermathecae (Figures 2.10).
Figure 2.10 Spermathecal structure of *Anopheles gambiae*.

(Benedict, 2007)

A; Spermatheca attached to some internal organs after being removed from the eighth abdominal segment. B; An opaque coloured fully inseminated spermathecae with sperms swimming in concentric rings. C; An uninseminated spermathecal showing transparency.

The spermatozoa swim into the space in the spermathecal reservoir. This mostly occurs in sandflies *Phlebotomus papatasi* Scopoli (Diptera; Psychodidae). A sign typical of full spermathecae is presence of mating plugs. In fully inseminated mosquitoes, the spermathecae are opaque (Figures 2.10 B) and show sperms swimming in concentric rings Whereas uninseminated spermathecae is fairly transparent in nature as shown in Figure 2.10 C (Benedict, 2007; Ilango, 2005).

Female mosquitoes often mate once and store sperms in their spermathecae which are located in the ectodermis, between the eighth and ninth abdominal segments. More detailed work has been done on *Aedes* spermathecae than on *Anopheles* species, however they share some similarities. The reason being that, both species have gland secreting cells, spermathecal duct and a reservoir, whose shape is
spherical and resembles more or less a miniature golf ball. Along the walls of the spermathecal reservoir of anophelines are glandular cells whose secretions nourish, keep and ensure viability of stored sperms (Pascini et al., 2013).

2.13 Morphometry of male Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes

Morphometrics is a quantitative and statistics based method for taxonomically analyzing body parts of an organism using measurements. Morphometry is a tool which is very essential in assigning species into different taxa and classes (Tibayrenc, 2007). This is because it has the ability to measure phenotypic alterations in same species. The two independent factors which are used in morphometric studies are shape and size (Demirci et al., 2012). The shape of a typical insect wing as illustrated in (Figure 2.11- B), uses cutting edge geometric equipment and scanning technology to translate key landmarks on the insect wings to form an image of the insect wing (Demirci et al., 2012 ; Lorenz et al., 2012). Figure (2.11 – A) on the other hand is an example classical morphometry, which makes use of wing length and width to determine the size of the insect wing.
Figure 2.11 Morphometric measurement of the mosquito wing.


Although the two morphometric methods relies on each other, it can successfully be used independently to study hereditary, genetic and evolutionary differences in populations. Also, morphometrics especially geometric morphometrics have been successfully used in studying sexual dimorphism in insects (Tibyrenc, 2011). In classical morphometry (Figure 2.11 - A), wing length is used to quantify the value of body size and dry weight of mosquitoes since they are directly proportional to each other.

Length of *Aedes aegypti* is measured morphometrically from the proximal end of the proboscis to the rear of the abdomen (Figure 2.8 A). Most often in determining the body depth of the mosquito, one might face difficulties since it has a hunch back and wedged thorax. It is often measured dorso-ventrally from tergum to sternum and errors are bound to occur when mosquito samples dry up (Figure 2.8 B). The length of the thorax was also measured from the scutellum to the further most anterior point of the thorax (Yeap et al., 2013). Body size has
being proved to affect longevity. The reason being that, the larger the body size, the higher the possibility of stored food such as glycogen which is used to generate energy (Benitez, 2013). Dujardin (2011) indicated that the size of mosquito is based on assumption, thus not accurate entirely. The longest axis of the wing from the point of attachment to the thorax to the tip of the wing is used as the wing length, which correlates with body size of the mosquito. According to Klingenberg (2002), environmental variations cause changes in the phenotypic makeup of mosquitoes, which might even result in natural selection. This can affect certain developmental pathways which might result in changes in structures found in intraspecific organisms. One possible way of quantifying any of such changes structurally is through morphometrics.

Morphometry is a reliable method to analyze the phenotypic parameters such as wing length, wing width, thoracic width and length, and body length, for both wild and long term colonized mosquito strains since morphometry was successfully used to show intraspecific variation in *Aedes aegypti* in the same locality (Sendaydiego *et al.*, 2013). Morphometric studies proved to be a success when it was used to investigate the effect of local adaptation and genetic divergence in Triatominae (Hemiptera; Reduviidae) and Phlebotominae (Tibayrenc, 2007). Morphometry was again used to identify sexual dimorphism in 10 culicid species (Virginio *et al.*, 2015). These successes were possible because wing morphology, and wing length showed strong correlation with insect weight and size (Sendaydiego *et al.*, 2013). However, morphometric studies on insects can give in accurate results when done on individual or few insect populations.
(Tibayrenc, 2007). Sometimes changes could occur in either wing shape or wing length or both. An experiment done on *Aedes aegypti* female mosquitoes reared over 10 generations can show significant difference in wing shape but no significant change in wing length. The advent of image processing tools have taken morphometry to a different pedestal level, since landmarks, outline, texture and patterns can be well analyzed (Dujardin, 2011). Some researchers use centroid size, thorax length but not thorax width to calculate the wing size to thorax ratio and coefficient of variation used to compare variations in the morphometric parameters of each strain. A higher ratio means it has a lower wing load, which means it has higher survival probability (Yeap *et al.*, 2014).

### 2.14 Iso-female egg production

Iso-female egg production represents the number of eggs produced by one female in one gonotrophic cycle. Recent studies shows that the larger the size of the female mosquito, the more eggs it can lay. A single mated female mosquito which is well fed with blood was put in small vials for single oviposition. Little film of water and egging paper is used as oviposition site. Eggs obtained from iso-female egg production experiments proved that a single female mosquito can lay between 100 – 200 eggs per gonotrophic cycle (Benedict, 2007).

### 2.15 Swarm formation and sexual behaviour

Male mosquitoes swarm by converging during the dark cycle of the 12 hours light; dark cycle in the laboratory and dusk and dark in the natural environment (Lees
et al., 2014). Swarm formation is also called mating aggregation. This mating aggregation aerially is executed by males purposely to search for females. Females are attracted to the swarm, and once in, the males meet and mate with females in the air. The mating pairs leave in-copula. Mating is able to last for about 17 seconds. During mating, male *Anopheles gambiae* dope their sperm packages with a steroid hormone known as 20E (20-hydroxyecdysone), a nuptial flight gift found in the mating plug which ignites egg-laying behaviour and increases the eggs produced by female by a percentage between 20 - 25%. This 20E hormone is also responsible for the increase in the number of *Plasmodium* parasites in the female *Anopheles gambiae* and extends the longevity of the *Plasmodium* parasites (Gabrieli et al., 2014; Milius, 2015).

The mating swarm provides a mechanism for reproductive isolation of varying molecular forms of same species, of which there are about five types forming a complex, with molecular forms M and S being very common ones (Castello, 2014). Both forms appear to be in the same swarm, but mating activities of these forms are not yet known thus no hybridization can occur. The M-molecular form of *Anopheles gambiae* is now known as *Anopheles coluzzii* (Sawadogo et al., 2013). In the wild, males are found swarming 2 - 3 m up high above bushes and shrubs. During the dusk period, swarming starts 2 minutes before sunset in areas occupied by humans and one minute in unsheltered areas. It takes 5 minutes for a number of males to reach their swarming peak and after about 8 minutes pairing was at its zenith. Swarming occurs more at dusk than dawn, with swarming sound being a major factor of attracting females. The effective swarming makes the
transfer of genes from transgenic insects to wild population or transfer of non-viable sperms into wild mosquito populations. Swarming speed of *Anopheles gambiae* is within 1 - 4ms⁻¹ and appears as streaks or often very difficult to see.
CHAPTER 3

3.0 GENERAL MATERIALS AND METHOD(S)

3.1 Study sites

The study was done at REDCO residential area and the mosquito insectary located at the Radiation Entomology and Pest Management Centre (REPMC) under the Biotechnology and Nuclear Agricultural Research Institute (BNARI) of the Ghana Atomic Energy Commission (GAEC), Kwabenya - Accra. Figure 3.1 Map of Ghana Atomic Energy Commission where the laboratory-adapted strains are kept and its original collection point at REDCO.

Figure 3.1 Map showing REDCO and GAEC where the immature stages of the wild strain were collected and reared.
The insectary containing the colonized REDCO strain is found in the Dome – Kwabenya constituency while REDCO is in Madina – Abokobi constituency, both in the Ga – East Municipal Assembly at the north of Greater Accra region. The experimental site has coordinates Latitude 5° 32’ 60 N and Longitude 0° 13’ 0 W, and an altitude of 58 m above sea level. It has a land area of 166 sq km (Figure 3.1). The temperature of the two study sites ranges from 24.7 °C in August and 28 °C in March. The study sites have an annual rainfall ranging from 730-1,140 mm. The daylight hours are uniform and the sites have an average relative humidity of 80 %. The study sites are classified as urban and peri-urban with Madina, Dome, Taifa and Haatso being surrounding communities (GSS, 2012). Mechanic industries, service, commerce and small scale agriculture are the four major economic activities in the two sites. Stagnant gutters in these vicinities have provided breeding sites for mosquitoes. The environs of REDCO have pockets swamps and open gutters which serve as breeding sites for Anopheles mosquito.

3.2 Experimental set-ups

Each of the experiment was done in three replicates including control set-ups. The experimental design used was completely randomized design, because all experiments were done in the laboratory which has uniform conditions. The laboratory-adapted REDCO strain is over ninetieth filial generation (F 90) generations. The wild strain on the other hand was reared to the F1 generation only throughout the whole experiment. Mosquitoes used were all subjected to the same
laboratory conditions. In the genitalia rotation experiment, duration of 1 – 48 hours was used in the laboratory-adapted strain. This helped obtain a baseline data which helped limit the duration of the wild strain experiment to 1 – 24 hours.

3.3 Anopheles gambiae colony initiation and maintenance

3.3.1 Source of mosquito and colony management

The laboratory adapted Anopheles gambiae strain used in the study were all originating from REDCO, a suburb of Madina near Accra and colonized for over 90 generations over a five year period. The wild strain was obtained from REDCO and reared to the f1 generation before use. The mosquito colony was maintained in the Radiation Entomology and Pest Management Centre (REPMC) under the Biotechnology and Nuclear Agricultural Research Institute (BNARI) of the Ghana Atomic Energy Commission (GAEC) under controlled environmental conditions of temperature 27 ± 2 °C, relative humidity of 70 ± 5 % and light cycle of 12 hours light ; 12 hours darkness. The light – darkness cycle was mechanically controlled by a 24 hour time switch. Larvae were reared in larval trays with 40 cm x 30 cm x 7 cm (length x breadth x height) dimensions (Figure 3.8).

The 1st instar larvae were fed with 2 % baker’s yeast slurry for the first two days after hatching and subsequently fed with aquarium powdered fish meal (Lopis Goldfish™, Martin and Martin (Pty) Limited, Kempton Park, South Africa). The originally flaked fish meal were blended into fine powder and passed through a 224 µm mesh during feeding to ensure sparse but even distribution of the fish
meal in the larval tray. The main ingredients of the Lopis Goldfish™ food was high protein fish meal, wheat flour, lecithin, vitamin C, mono calcium, phosphate, fish oil, soya oil, antioxidant, anti-fungal agents, minerals and vitamin mix. The nutritional composition of Lopis Goldfish™ food are 30% protein, 3% fat, 5% fibre and 12% moisture, making it the ideal source of nourishment for rearing mosquitoes in the laboratory. They were reared in clean water medium and fed with powdered fish meal till they pupated. The pupae formed in both wild and laboratory-adapted strains were collected and placed in separate cages (Figure 3.2) for emergence. Both adult sexes that emerged were kept for 3–5 days in adult holding cages to facilitate mating. On the fifth day, the female mosquitoes were blood fed to ensure ovarian development and egg production. An oviposition cup was put into cages belonging to each strain 24 hours after blood feeding for egg collection (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2 Adult cage rearing cages.
3.3.2 Laboratory conditions

Laboratory conditions were kept at a constant temperature and relative humidity of 27 °C and 70 % respectively. This was made possible with the aid of an air conditioner and a humidifier. The humidifier was used especially during the dry season; this is due to the extreme dryness accompanied with the harmattan. Increase in dehydration in the mosquitoes increased mortality but decreased egg production in the mosquito colonies.

Cleanliness in the laboratory was high. Wood powder, dust and dead mosquitoes were swept from shelves and floor each morning. Fungal and bacterial growth on the floor was greatly reduced to the barest minimum by mopping floor of the laboratory each morning with 1 % bleach solution. Every used test tubes, measuring cylinders, Pasteur pipettes, aspirators, vials, egg dishes, incubation bowls, larval trays, larval tray nets for covering larval trays and cages were all washed with detergent, rinsed properly, and bleached in 1 % bleach solution for 20 minutes to decontaminate them, each time after use. Laboratory coats and gloves were washed each time for personal protection and to reduce
contamination. Cob webs were removed occasionally from shelves and the laboratory to avoid spider pest menace. Ants were effectively prevented from climbing mosquito shelves and/or entering the laboratory by smearing wholesome amount of petroleum gel on shelves’ stand and vantage entry points into the laboratory, such as the floor of the door post (Onyido et al., 2009).

3.3.3 Feed preparation for 1st instar larvae

2% yeast solution for first instar larvae was prepared by measuring 1 g yeast powder into a 50ml measuring cylinder with the aid of a spatula. 20 ml of distilled water was added to it using a wash bottle, it was closed with a cork and shaken thoroughly till a uniform mixture was achieved. More distilled water was added to reach the 50 ml mark. 15 ml of yeast solution (slurry) was pipetted into each larval tray.

3.3.4 Feed preparation for 2nd – 4th instar larvae.

Flaked gold fish meal was blended into very fine particles using a blender. The particles were fine enough to pass through ≈1000 – 1400 µm sized sieves. The blended fish meal was emptied into containers having ≈1000 – 1400 µm sized mesh as its covering. This enables food to easily sift through it when shaken, and allow little and even distribution of feed when feeding the larvae. Blended fish meal was kept in cool dry place in the laboratory until needed.

3.3.5 Preparation of 20% glucose solution for adult feed

20% glucose solution was prepared by measuring 10 g of glucose using an electric balance into a 50 ml beaker. Distilled water from a wash bottle was used
to dilute it till it reached the 50 ml mark. It was gently swirled to allow fast dissolving rate. Cotton wool were rolled into lump-sized balls, put into small vials and soaked with about 15 ml of glucose solution each. This was repeated every two days, when there was change of sugar solution feed.

### 3.3.6 Blood feeding

Adult female mosquitoes were starved overnight, to make sure they have the urge to feed on blood. Blood feeding was done in the dark phase of the twelve hours cycle. The human arm was gently placed on the netted upper side of the cage as shown in Figure 3.4. The arm was left there quietly, not wavering or shaking it for 20 - 25 minutes, to ensure no disruption during feeding. An enlarged abdomen signaled well-fed female mosquitoes (Figure 3.5). Arms were removed after feeding period; blood stains in cage netting were cleaned. Cotton wool balls soaked with sugar solution were provided, so that mosquitoes get energy to carry out other activities. Blood feeding of each sample was done once to prevent infestation of the malaria parasite to the human host.
3.3.7 Egg collection

A plastic egg collection cup with 3 cm x 4 cm (diameter x height) lined with a strip of filter paper of 4 cm width and 10 cm length, containing 30 ml of distilled water was put in each rearing cage as oviposition cups 24 hours after blood feeding. The inner lining was to provide a wet medium and prevent eggs from dehydration.

3.3.8 Estimation of number of eggs

Eggs collected from each oviposition cup were viewed, counted, and their number estimated with the aid of a dissecting microscope of 400 x magnification (Figure 3.6).
3.3.9 Incubation of eggs

After estimating the number of eggs, the eggs are washed from the filter paper into incubation bowls (Figure 3.7). It is left for a maximum incubation period 48 hours under ambient temperature of $27 \pm 2 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ before they were transferred into the larval trays.
Figures 3.7 Eggs of *Anopheles gambiae* set up in incubation trays for hatching.

### 3.4 Rearing of *Anopheles gambiae* larvae

Each larval tray of dimensions 40 cm x 30 cm x 7 cm (length x breadth x height) was filled with 1000 ml of distilled water (Figure 3.8) and 10 ml of 2% concentration of baker’s yeast solution (w/v) was poured into each tray to serve as a source of nourishment for the 1st instar larvae for two days. The incubation bowls and oviposition cups were rinsed thoroughly with distilled water to ensure that every larvae and unhatched egg is washed into the tray.

![Figure 3.8 Rearing of all larval stages of *Anopheles gambiae* to pupation.](image-url)
Figure 3.9 Evenly distributed larvae in larval tray to prevent overcrowding.

Trays were well labelled to ensure easy and accurate record keeping and identification. An average of 300 larvae was kept in each tray to ensure even distribution of larvae as in Figure 3.9. The larval tray were covered with white netted clothes to prevent other insects which might be in the insectary from laying their eggs in it, to prevent spillage and also to prevent pupae from flying away in case they emerge in the tray. After the second day of feeding the larvae with slurry yeast solution, the larvae are fed with just a sprinkle of fish meal. They were not fed the next day, but after the fourth day, larvae were fed until they all reached pupation.

3.4.1 Pupal incubation

Pupae were picked using pasteur pipette into incubation cups. Cups containing pupae in 50 ml distilled water were placed in adult rearing cages of dimensions (30 x 30 x 30) cm. They were incubated at ambient conditions and temperature 27 ± 2 °C and relative humidity 70 ± 5 %. Each cage contained at most 700 pupae. A
5 ml vial containing cotton balls soaked in 10 % glucose solution was put in each cage to provide a source of energy for emerged adults.

### 3.4.2 Adult emergence

Most of the pupae emerged as adults after 24 hours. Sex separation was immediately done for experiments that involved virgin male and female mosquitoes by aspirating the sexes into different containments by observing the antennae and tip of abdomen, to eliminate the chances of mating among freshly emerged adult mosquitoes.

### 3.5 Raising mosquito colonies

#### 3.5.1 Rearing laboratory colonies

The 98th (F 98) generation of *Anopheles gambiae* already being reared in the laboratory where starved by denying them of 20 % glucose solution overnight. They were then blood-fed using hand feeding method. Fully engorged females *Anopheles gambiae* were ensured by observing the sizes of their abdomens. After blood feeding, they were given 15 ml of 20 % glucose solution soaked in cotton wool. After 24 hours, filter paper lined cups containing thin film (15 ml) of distilled water were placed into each cage containing about 700 mosquitoes to serve as oviposition cups. Thin film of water was used since female mosquitoes lay their eggs in water. The wet filter paper prevented the eggs from sticking to the cup and dehydrating. Little water was used in the oviposition cups to reduce drowning of mosquitoes. Oviposition cups were collected two days later, and using a pair of feather weight forceps, few drowned mosquitoes were removed.
from them, to avoid decay and microbial growth. The oviposition cups containing about 300 egg were emptied into 15 cm x10 cm x5 cm transparent tray, which contained 250 ml each of distilled water for incubation. The incubation bowls were loosely covered with lids to reduce the rate of evaporation. Wash bottle was used to wash eggs stuck to the sides of the incubation bowls to ensure that all the eggs were in contact with water needed for hatching. The emptied egg dishes were reset and two successive eggs were collected. The eggs hatched after 3 - 4 days, and they were transferred into 40 cm*30 cm*10 cm larval trays, each containing an average of 300 larvae. These larval trays were covered with ≈ 1000 – 1400 µm sized nets to serve as a barrier with the outside. The mosquitoes were blood fed multiple times in order to get more progenies for each generation to get adequate samples for replications. The labels on each larval tray bore the name of the species, place of collection, filial generation, date of larval setup, and whether laboratory or wild collection.

First instar larvae in each tray were given 2.5 ml of 2 % slurry yeast solution. They were spread-fed after every two days until they reached the third instar stage, after which they were fed daily till they reached pupation. Care was taken to make sure that the larvae were not over-fed and to ensure that incidence of algal bloom did not occur, neither were they under-fed to reduce death from starvation. Pupae were singly picked using a Pasteur pipette into clean plastic pupae bowls, counted, recorded and put into 30 cm*30 cm*30 cm cages (Figure 3.2). This was done till all the larvae emerged as pupae. Sugar solution was setup in each cage to make food available for emerging adults. Pupal bowls were taken
from cages after emergence to avoid drowning of adults. Adults were blood fed and the whole life process was repeated to obtain successive generations. Prophylaxis was taken by me to reduce the risk of acquiring malaria.

3.5.2 Field collection mosquitoes

Larvae and pupae of *Anopheles gambiae* were scooped from gutters containing clear and less polluted water using short ladles and meter long scoops into plastic bowls. They were sieved to remove large debris. Since field collections contained both larvae and pupae, the pupae were collected using a Pasteur pipette when few, but swirling method was used when they were many (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). In the swirling method, field collections containing both larvae and pupae were poured into a round bottom flask. It was gently swirled till spinning was intense and left to settle. The larvae settled below, leaving the pupae afloat. Pupae were gently poured through a funnel to separate them into another container. They were counted and recorded. A total of 700 pupae were set up into cages, each bearing name of species, date of pupal setup, place of collection, and wild population written on the label. The larvae were also setup in larval trays, which also bore the name of species, date of larval setup, place of collection, and wild population written on the label. Larvae were not fed with yeast slurry this time, but given powdered fish meal till all pupated. Pupae were collected into cages bearing similar labels except date of setup. All the adults were fed with 20 % glucose solution, and the female mosquitoes were blood fed, till eggs were collected. The eggs collected went through the same life cycle as the laboratory reared
mosquitoes to obtain first filial generation. For the wild populations, only members of the first filial generation were used for the experiments.

Figure 3.10 Field collection of immature stages of Anopheles gambiae.

Figure 3.11 Sorting out of immature stages from debris.
4.0 EFFECT OF PROLONGED COLONIZATION ON THE BIOLOGY OF
THE REDCO STRAIN OF ANOPHELES GAMBIAE S. S.

4.1 Background

During the process of colonization, relatively few of the wild adults are captured, and only few are able to reproduce readily. As such, laboratory adapted strains, which are usually the starting point of all release programs such as SIT and genetic control strategies, start off with a limited gene pool. Whiles in colony, the strain may further go through at least one, and possibly several selective sweeps and genetic bottlenecks (Baeshen et al., 2014). These genetic changes associated with colonization have the potential to affect the competitiveness and fitness of a candidate released strain (Benedict et al., 2009; Howel and Knols, 2009; Reisen, 2003). In extreme cases, the genetic changes coupled with behavioural changes resulting from confinement could lead to sexual incompatibility. Comparative biology is an effective tool for determining the extent to which colonization has changed a strain relative to its wild con-specifics.

Comparative biology looks at the functional and evolutionary biology that integrate to give a deeper understanding of the function of an organism’s structural make-up. It also shows how the biological and physical environment of the organism interacts with respect to time and ecological conditions. SriKumar and Bhat, (2012) in their study on the comparative biology of the tea mosquito bug (Helopeltis spp.) considered oviposition, adult survival rate, longevity, egg
production, developmental time and sex ratio as key parameters. Sexual maturity, morphometry, time to complete life cycle and egg production per female are all classified under comparative biology.

The REDCO strain was colonized in 2008 and has been in colony for about 100 generations. During this period, the population has gone through several bottlenecks, resulting in near homogeneity of homozygotes based on the knockdown resistance gene (kdr) (Osae, unpublished). Inbreeding is thought to negatively affect fitness by increasing the frequency of homozygotes at the expense of heterozygotes (Wright et al., 2008). Negative effects can occur either through the accumulation of deleterious recessive alleles leading to unfit homozygotes - the partial dominance hypothesis, or through the loss of favourable heterozygotes - the overdominance hypothesis (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987; Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1999).

This aspect of the project aims at using comparative biological studies to determine the extent to which prolonged colonization has changed the REDCO strain. It will focus on the morphometric, developmental and reproductive biology as tools to compare any differences between the two strains. The hypothesis is; colonization has not significantly changed the REDCO strain in colony from the wild population.
4.2 Preparation of wild and laboratory-adapted mosquitoes for genitalia observation

Five 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm cages were used, each containing 700 mosquitoes. Thirty (30) adult male mosquitoes were mouth aspirated from the adult cages into three separate transparent cups immediately after emergence to ensure their virginity. The transparent cups were labeled from 1 hour to 48 hours, hourly intervals for laboratory reared mosquitoes and 1 hour to 24 hours hourly intervals for wild male mosquitoes. Thirty (30) male mosquitoes were put into each transparent cup, covered with fine nets. The male mosquitoes were left on shelves till their designated hour(s) were reached. They were killed by freezing after their respective ages were reached, which are 1-48 hours (laboratory-adapted strain) and 1-24 hours (wild strain). For the laboratory reared mosquitoes, it was done at hourly intervals till the 48th hour. Each replicated three times. The wild mosquitoes were done from 1 hour to 24 hours. Five crystals of silica gel were wrapped in pieces of filter paper and put into each cup containing the dead specimens, to reduce hydration and to prevent moulding of specimen.

4.2.1 Observation of genitalia rotations

The genitalia of each sample were observed under a binocular microscope at 10 x magnification. The images in Figure 3.20 and the classification in Figure 3.43 were used as reference points for classifying genitalia into the following categories;
Table 4.1 Degrees of genitalia rotation and the directions they face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Degree of rotation</th>
<th>Features used either clockwise or anticlockwise direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>claspers face dorsal with no rotation of segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>claspers faced acutely lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>claspers faced perpendicularly lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>135°</td>
<td>claspers faced obtusely ventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td>claspers faced ventral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation was done by either the lateral view, posterior or ventral view due to the posture at which mosquito died (Table 4.1 and Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Photographs of the various genital orientations were taken using a stereoscope, connected to a computer.
4.3 Morphometric studies

Mosquitoes were carefully positioned on a slide, so that the whole length of the mosquito from the tip of the head to the tip of the abdomen is clearly seen and observed under a stereo scope connected to computer running the software of the Lecia stereo scope (LAS EZ 2.0, Leica Application Suite software). Photographs were taken for both the right wing and the body for each male mosquito. From the computer screen, the width of the thorax and the length of the abdomen were
measured by dragging the cursor from end to end, which automatically calibrated the dimensions (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Process of wing dissection and morphometric studies.

A; Male mosquito to be mounted B; Right wing dissected C; Analyses of specimen and D; Stereoscope capture

The right wings of all the samples were gently removed from the thorax using feather-light forceps and a dissecting knife, and the wing lengths measured
through the same procedure. Whole wings from wing tip to thorax joint were used. The wing lengths and wing width were used to estimate the size of the mosquito. The body lengths of the mosquitoes were also measured from the proximal end of the head to the distal tip of the abdomen. The wing width and wing length was used to estimate the wing size index and the body size index was also calculated using body length and thoracic width of mosquitoes. One hundred male mosquitoes each from the wild REDCO and laboratory adapted REDCO strains were observed and recorded.

4.4 Duration of life cycle

Twenty life cycle durations were taken from egg to adult stage for the wild mosquitoes and the laboratory mosquitoes. Ten egg incubation cups each for both the laboratory adapted mosquito strain and the wild strain were set up and their respective larval trays also set up after the eggs hatch. The total days it took for completion of the life cycles were recorded in days. The days taken for all eggs to hatch, days taken for 1st instar larvae to reach the pupal stage and from late pupal stage to reach adult stage were recorded.

4.5 Data analysis

The experimental design used was the completely randomized design (CRD) with three replications. The data acquired was analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 16.0. A ‘T’ - test was done for the morphometric work and the mean separation between the two strains checked for
any significant difference. A p-value of 5% was used as a standard for statistical significance level. The analyzed data were illustrated in figures or graphs. Chi square test was used to check for significance in genitalia rotation and correlation analysis was used to show which morphometric parameters are closely related.

4.6 Results

4.6.1 Developmental biology

Developmental time in the two strains was significantly different (Figure 4.4). It took a longer day (11.05 ± 0.67, $p = 0.000$) for the wild REDCO strain of *Anopheles gambiae* to develop from egg to pupal stage as compared to the laboratory-adapted *Anopheles gambiae* strain which took a shorter duration of (8.19 ± 0.20, $p = 0.000$).

![Figure 4.4 Duration of developmental time from egg stage to pupal stage for both the laboratory-adapted REDCO strain and the wild REDCO strain.](image_url)

Figure 4.4 Duration of developmental time from egg stage to pupal stage for both the laboratory-adapted REDCO strain and the wild REDCO strain.
4.7.1 Reproductive capacity.

The mean eggs produced per female was significantly higher (p = 0.000) for the laboratory adapted REDCO strain (33.00 ± 1.00) than the wild REDCO strain (17.00 ± 3.00). The percentage egg hatch rates per female for both strains were the same with no significant difference between them (Table 4.2). A percentage of 73.00 ± 5.00, p = 0.000 eggs hatched in the laboratory-adapted strain which was relatively the same as the percentage hatch in the wild REDCO strain (72.00 ± 2.00, p = 0.000).

Table 4.2 Iso-female egg productions and hatchability for the two strains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>% Egg production</th>
<th>% Egg hatchability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild</td>
<td>17 ± 3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>72 ± 2&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory-adapted</td>
<td>33 ± 1&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>73 ± 5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.2 Sexual maturation and reproductive capacity

The degree of genitalia rotation with respect to time was used to determine the stage of sexual maturity in male *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes. The different stages of sexual maturation based on the degree of genitalia rotation are shown in Figure 4.5 shows no degree of genitalia rotation. Their claspers pointing dorsally upwards show that they are in stage 0 in their genitalia rotation. Figures 4.6 shows stage 1 since the claspers faces 45° laterally. The claspers lie at right angle with the rest of the body in stage 2 (Figures 4.7), while in stage 3 (Figures 4.8), the claspers face 135° to the rest of the body. Stage 4 (Figures 4.9) which shows...
complete sexual maturation of the male mosquitoes has the claspers facing ventrally downwards in 180 ° rotation. Genitalia are rotated in either clockwise or counter clockwise direction.

Figures 4.5 Male mosquito with no genitalia rotation (stage 0).
Claspers points dorsally upwards. Their claspers pointing dorsally upwards show that they are in stage 0 in their genitalia rotation.

Figures 4.6 Male mosquito with slight genitalia rotation (stage 1).
Claspers face the lateral direction at 45 °.
Figures 4.7 Male mosquito with perpendicular angled genitalia rotation (stage 2).
Claspers points at right angle sideways at 90°.

Figures 4.8 Male mosquitoes with obtuse angled genitalia rotation (stage 3).
Claspers point widely at 135°.
Figures 4.9 Male mosquitoes with full genitalia rotation (stage 4).

Claspers points completely and ventrally downwards at 180°.

### 4.7.3 Morphometrics

![Morphometric Image]

Figure 4.10 Right wing of laboratory-adapted *Anopheles gambiae* mosquito with morphometric dimensions.

Only a measurement of wing length was taken for each wing. For accuracy the mean of three wing width was used instead of one. Hairs along the fringes of the wing were avoided as much as possible Figure 4.10.

Table 4.3 Male morphometrics of laboratory adapted REDCO and wild REDCO strains of *Anopheles gambiae*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphometric characteristics</th>
<th>Lab REDCO</th>
<th>Wild REDCO</th>
<th>P – value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body length</td>
<td>4.24 ± 0.05\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>4.19 ± 0.04\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic width</td>
<td>1.04 ± 0.02\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.02\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wing length  $3.07 \pm 0.03^a$  $2.99 \pm 0.03^b$  0.005
Wing width  $0.62 \pm 0.02^a$  $0.58 \pm 0.01^a$  0.068
BSI  $4.45 \pm 0.10^a$  $4.08 \pm 0.10^b$  0.010
WSI  $1.92 \pm 0.07^a$  $1.73 \pm 0.04^b$  0.026

Values in the same column with different small case alphabets as superscripts are significantly different at the 0.05 confidence level based on Student’s t-Test.

From Table 4.3 Body length of both the wild REDCO mosquito strain and the laboratory-adapted mosquito strain showed no significant difference. In terms of body length, both strains did not show any significant difference ($p = 0.46$), being $4.11 \pm 0.05$ and $4.24 \pm 0.05$ for the wild and laboratory adapted strains respectively. Similarly, wing width did not show any significant difference ($p = 0.068$), however, there was significant differences between the thoracic width ($p = 0.002$) and wing length ($p = 0.005$). Also, the indices calculated with the body measurements showed significant differences (Figure 4.3). Both body size index (BSI) and wing size index (WSI) were significantly higher ($p = 0.010$ and $p = 0.026$ respectively) for the laboratory - adapted REDCO strain than the wild REDCO strain. Correlation analysis shows that body length is the only morphometric character that correlates with all the other characters as well as with the body size index and wing size index (Figure 4.3). All the other characters were inconsistent in their correlation.
Table 4.4 Male morphometrics of directly sampled wild REDCO strain of *Anopheles gambiae*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphometric characteristics</th>
<th>Pure wild</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body length</td>
<td>3.71 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic width</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing length</td>
<td>2.61 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing width</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>3.32 ± 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSI</td>
<td>1.58 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morphometric measurements of *Anopheles gambiae* sampled directly from REDCO to serve as preliminary size comparison with the wild strain reared to the F1 generation. Non-significance was shown in the morphometric characteristics ($p = 0.000$). On the average, the measured morphometric parameters in Table 4.4 were smaller when compared to the wild REDCO strain (Table 4.3) which was reared to the F1 generation. Thus ruling out that, the small sizes of the wild REDCO strain reared to the F1 generation were due to it not adjusting to the laboratory conditions.
Table 4.5 Correlation of morphometric characteristics between laboratory-adapted and wild REDCO strains of *Anopheles gambiae*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlated Pair</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Significant diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BL X TW</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL X WL</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL X WW</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL X BSI</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL X WSI</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW X WL</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW X WW</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW X BSI</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW X WSI</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL X WW</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL X BSI</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL X WSI</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW X BSI</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW X WSI</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI X WSI</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>significance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BL; Body length, TW; Thoracic width, WL; Wing length, WW; Wing width, BSI; Body size index and WSI; Wing size index. The analysis was done with a significance of P < 0.05.

4.7.4 Time for sexual maturity for both strains

According to Figure 4.11 at the age of less than 5 (< 5 hours), 13 % of the laboratory-adapted male *Anopheles gambiae* were in stage 0, 39 % were in stage 1, 42 % were in stage 2 and 7 % were in stage 3 of their genitalia rotation. Below 10 hours, 2 % were in stage 0, 3 % were in stage 1, 21 %, 41 % and 33 % were in stages 2, 3 and 4 respectively. At < 15 hours stage 4 was the highest with a value 72 % male mosquito genitalia rotation. This was followed by stage 3 (25 %) and stage 2 (3 %). Stage 4 (91 %) was the highest at < 20 hours, followed by stage 3 (9 %). At the age of < 25 hours, 97 % were in stage 4, 2 % in stage 2 and stage 3 was only 1 %. All male mosquitoes reached full rotation at the age of < 45 hours.
Figure 4.11 Percentage of laboratory-adapted male *Anopheles gambiae* at different stages of genitalia rotation.

![Graph showing percentage of laboratory-adapted male Anopheles gambiae at different stages of genitalia rotation.](image)

Figure 4.12 Percentage of wild male *Anopheles gambiae* at different stages of genitalia rotation.

At the age of < 5 hours, 10 % of the wild male *Anopheles gambiae* were in stage 0, 38 % were in stage 1, 48 % were in stage 2 and 3 % were in stage 3 of their genitalia rotation. Below 10 hours, stage 0 was absent, 3 % were in stage 1, 20 %, 58 % and 18 % were in stages 2, 3 and 4 respectively. At < 15 hours stage 4 was the highest with a value 60 % male mosquito genitalia rotation. This was followed by stage 3 (34 %) and stage 2 (6 %). Stage 4 (75 %) was the highest at < 20 hours, followed by stage 3 (25 %). At the age of < 25 hours, 99 % were in stage 4 and stage 3 was only 1 %. All male mosquitoes reached full rotation at the age of < 45 hours as shown in Figure 4.12.
Table 4.6 Chi squared test for both the laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time / hours</th>
<th>x²</th>
<th>P – value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>3.399</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>9.351</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>3.766</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>8.964</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 25</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 45</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi square test shows that there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) in the extent of genitalia rotation in both the wild and laboratory adapted strains at all ages determined (Table 4.8).

### 4.8 Discussions

Mosquito size is very essential in mating as it boosts the chances of a male mosquito in search of a female to copulate with. Several factors can affect the size of the mosquitoes such as nutrition, favourable environmental conditions and genetic evolution. Through morphometric studies, the body size of the mosquitoes of both strains were studied by measuring wing lengths, wing widths, wing size index, body length and thoracic width. *Anopheles gambiae* is known to have wing length ranging from 2.7 – 4.4 mm (White and Kaufman, 2014; Maiga *et al.*, 2012;
In other species like *Anopheles quadrimaculatus*, wing length was found to be about 4.5 mm (Glyshaw and Wason, 2013). Wing length of *Culex pipiens pipiens* ranges between 3.45 and 4.05 mm, which was used to represent the body size of mosquitoes (Carron, 2007; Ukubuiwe et al., 2013). Data from this study shows that wing length of both the wild and laboratory – adapted mosquitoes fell in the normal range for *Anopheles gambiae* but was different when compared with *Anopheles quadrimaculatus* and *Culex pipiens pipiens* (Carron, 2007; Glyshaw and Wason, 2013; Ukubuiwe et al., 2013). This gave the assurance that effect of long term colonization of mosquitoes does not adversely affect wing size and thus the mosquitoes used for the work were normal and fit. Positive statistical significance was seen between the wing length of the colonized male *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes and the wild male mosquitoes. The colonized strain had significantly longer wings than the wild strain (Table 4.3). This difference can also mean that the laboratory – adapted mosquitoes were bigger in size than the wild mosquitoes, since wing size is directly proportional to body size (Carron, 2007; Ukubuiwe, 2013; Santos et al., 2010). Bigger size in the laboratory-adapted mosquitoes gives a higher reproductive advantage than the wild mosquitoes. The reasons being that the bigger the wing size, the better formation of swarms, the faster the swarm speed during swarming, the better swarm tone produced to attract female mosquitoes and quicker flight to escape predation during swarming (Carron, 2007; Catora et al., 2010; Ukubuiwe, 2013; Santos et al., 2012). Similar results were found when Santos et al., (2012) compared transgenic mosquitoes to wild mosquitoes. This could mean that the
bigger size was as a result of colonization but not necessarily genetic engineering of the mosquitoes. The body size index of the mosquitoes showed similar significant difference as the wing length. The laboratory-adapted strain recorded a bigger size than the wild strain. Bigger mosquitoes have enormous amount of food reserves. This mean that colonized mosquitoes will have more energy to mate when used for mass release programs and their survival will be assured since they will be able to live long enough to mate and pass on sterile sperms to wild females, similar to findings of Villareal-Trevino et al., (2015). This is one of the reasons why the laboratory-adapted strain swarmed better and showed numerically higher insemination than the wild strain. If these are reflected in natural environmental conditions, then mass releases of sterilized or genetically modified mosquitoes will have high potential in controlling mosquitoes.

This work concludes that morphometrically, laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes have more advantages when compared to its wild strain, which contradicts findings of (Aksoy, 2008 ; Benedict et al., 2009 ; Braw, 2014 ; Howell and Knols, 2009 ; Scott et al.,2002 ; Sharma et al., 2009), who said that laboratory colonized mosquitoes are less fit and smaller in size than their wild counterpart. This results can be justified because preliminary results of wild REDCO strain which were not reared in the laboratory (Table 4.4) were smaller in size. This means that, small size of wild REDCO strain reared to F 1 under laboratory conditions was as a result of adaptation to laboratory conditions.

It has been established that through evolution, female mosquitoes have developed sexual preference to bigger and medium sized mosquitoes, which they expect to
transfer those fitness traits to their offspring (Aksoy, 2008; Howell and Knols, 2009; Segoli et al., 2014; Yong, 2008; Yeap et al., 2013). This makes colonized male mosquitoes be of higher priority to females, thus giving them a competitive advantage to mate with the wild female mosquitoes (Villarreal-Trevino et al., 2015). This size advantage can be expected in any mass rearing program if good quality control of laboratory nutrition, laboratory conditions and laboratory practices are adhered to.

According to Maiga et al., (2012) bigger and intermediate sized mosquitoes (2.45 – 2.9) mm mate very well, meaning that the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes which had wing length (3.07 mm) and body size index (4.45 mm$^2$) both being higher than what was recorded in Maiga et al., (2012) will possibly mate better even in field releases. Greater egg production in virgin females mated by laboratory-adapted males proved this to be possible. On the other hand, wing size cannot be used to estimate body weight (Carron, 2007; Koella and Lyimo, 1996; Nasci, 1990) so therefore estimation of body size using wing length or wing area should not be confused with body weight. The results of this work show that the morphometry of laboratory-adapted mosquitoes and the wild strain although from the same origin are not the same, but the difference favours the colonized strain to the wild strain. The bigger body size of the colonized strain indicates the endowment of mating potential and competitiveness to wild strain (Villarreal-Trevino et al., 2015). As it was hypothesized that inbreeding existing in the laboratory-adapted strain should reduce vigour, and possibly make weaker traits like dwarfism, stunted growth, and smaller wings dormant in mosquito
population reared over F 90 generation, this was not the case. Instead, stronger traits such as bigger body size and wing size were exhibited, which translated into fitness and vigour in the colonized strain. The reason why the inbred colonized strain showed such advantageous traits can be due to adaptation and selection or may be due to certain polymorphic gene blocks that have high heterozygosity which have been found to exist in Anopheles gambiae (Turissini et al., 2014). This heterozygosity has been responsible for unexpected vigour in the inbred colonized Anopheles gambiae strain, thus creating a micro-diversity of the gene pool of the inbred colonized strain which makes colonization of Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes very advantageous in mass rearing.

In order to check if there is a strong relationship between the measured attributes used in the morphometric studies, several morphometric parameters were measured in order to skew down to the most appropriate and efficient methods, since other researchers chose to use either wing length, body length, wing size index or body size index (Adeleke et al., 2008 ; Carron, 2007 ; Gleiser et al., 2000 ; Mwangangi et al., 2004 ; Resh, and Cardé 2003; Yeap et al., 2013). From the correlation in shown in Figure (4.15), wing width and thoracic width showed a non-significant correlation, which mean only these cannot be used to ascertain the size of mosquitoes. However body length, wing length, body size index and wing size index showed higher correlation, which means either of them can be used to estimate mosquito size as done by other researchers (Adeleke et al., 2008 ; Carron, 2007 ; Gleiser et al., 2000 ; Mwangangi et al., 2004 ; Resh, and Cardé 2003; Yeap et al., 2013). Body length though correlated may not be the best
choice, since other mosquito parts such as antennae and abdominal parts might be lost as a result of damage. Body size index also might be problematic, time consuming and laborious since it makes use of both body length and thoracic width. Obtaining these body lengths can be difficult, since the state in which the mosquito died and the nutritional state of the mosquitoes when they died can deform the exact width of the thorax and shorten the length of the mosquitoes which might take concave or convoluted shape. Wing length and wing size index therefore are the best choice to estimate the size of mosquitoes. The reason being that the other half pair of wing can provide an option when the other half is damaged. Also the combination of both the width and length of the mosquito wing make it a reliable morphometric method. Also, the versatility of the wing is an advantage because even in wrinkled condition of the wing, a drop of PBS or NaCl or any insect dissecting solution spreads it out uniformly for measurements to be made (Benedict, 2007).

Sexual maturation in male mosquitoes is characterized by a complete 180° rotation of their genitalia which consist of terminal end of the male abdomen (Howell and Knols, 2009), and the rate of rotation can be accelerated or retarded based on external conditions and temperature (Oliva et al., 2011). Oliva et al., (2011) indicated that an average of 20 hours recorded complete genitalia rotation which was not the case for this work where there were still male mosquitoes in stage 3 and even stage two at 20 hours. This difference could be due to temperature and possibly, other environmental or rearing conditions (Oliva et al., 2011). The laboratory-adapted strain showed numerically small numbers of about
9 male mosquitoes still in stage 3, than the wild strain which had about 25% male mosquitoes in stage 3. As some experiments have shown, there was lagging in genitalia rotation in *Aedes spp.* but that was not the case in this study (Oliva et al., 2011). More laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes (33) completed their genitalia rotation in 10 hours while only 18 of the wild male mosquito strain had completed their genitalia rotation in the same period. This was lower than 11 hours male sexual maturity recorded by Oliva et al., (2011). One potential impedance to SIT, and other genetic control programmers such as IIT and HEG (Alphey, 2014), is the possible heterogeneity in the biology of both the long term laboratory reared strain and its wild strain, which includes sexual maturity. Some work of Mediterranean fruit flies, house flies and some insect pests have shown that prolonged colonization alters insect behaviour and shortens sexual maturity (Howell and Knols, 2009; Oliva et al., 2011). Oliva et al., (2011) concluded that the speedy genitalia rotation of the colonized strain could be linked to induced selection which is objectionable. The reason being that selection also occurred in this work too because the colonies were over F 90 generations but no such difference in genitalia rotation was found between the strains. This resulted in a synchrony in genitalia rotation of both strains. This means that in field releases, statistically speaking both strains will mature and possibly compete on the same scale, thus for genetic or SIT control to be successful, the ratio of released male mosquitoes to the wild mosquitoes should be at least 5 (mass released male mosquito) : 1 (wild male mosquito) and the deleterious effect of radiation that might hinder the fitness of sterilized mosquitoes reduced (Helinski et al., 2009;
Oliva et al., 2012; Mastrangelo and Walder, 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2013) and even 10:1 ratio based on a mathematical model of Patinvoh and Susu, (2014). From the correlation test in Tables 4.3 and 4.5, although descriptively and numerically the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain showed averagely faster genitalia rotation across all the ages, these differences were not statistically significant enough to justify that long term colonization shortens sexual maturation as noted by (Oliva et al., 2011).

To measure more accurately the sexual competitiveness and fitness of mosquitoes, iso-female egg production is best. After the virgin female mosquitoes were crossed separately by laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes and female mosquitoes, eggs collected from each individual female mosquito gave an estimation on how sexually fit the strains were. For the iso-female egg production, the eggs obtained from the cross involving the laboratory-adapted male strain recorded the highest of 33 eggs per female while the one involving the wild males had 17 eggs per female. This difference was highly significant Table 4.2. Thus if this conclusion should reflect in real field releases, then it is possible that the mating-favoured laboratory male mosquitoes can inseminate wild female mosquitoes, which will result in all laid eggs carrying sterility gene. Under laboratory experiments, the laboratory-adapted males still showed to exhibit better sexual competitiveness, behaviour and fitness than the wild male mosquitoes which agreed with Villarreal-Trevino et al., (2015).

On the other hand when compared to iso-female egg production experiment done by other researchers, this work showed lower egg production. Other researchers
such as Oliva et al., (2012) recorded an average of 50 eggs, while Hurd et al., (2005) also had 51 – 76 eggs per female and Agyapong et al., (2014) had 64, 140 and 236 eggs per female. This indicates that normal number of eggs per female can exceed 200 and thus the numbers recorded in this was low. This may be due to sperms from both strains being less viable, females not being able to lay more eggs since they were blood fed only once or factors unknown. Also, this wide disparity in the laboratory – adapted strain and the wild mosquito can be linked to the fact that the laboratory- adapted strain adapted to the artificial conditions better than that of the wild strain. However, similar to work done by Vikareal-Trevino et al., (2015), iso-female egg production showed significant increase in the laboratory strain than the wild strain (Table 4.2), therefore it is still showing that the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes are very competitive, fit and possibly absence of repressive changes in its biology.

Although egg production per female mosquito was significantly higher in the laboratory strain than wild strain (Table 4.2), they had the same hatch rate of 73 % for laboratory strain and 72 % for wild strain (Table 4.2). This hatch rate nonetheless was higher than 40 % hatch rate recorded in Vikareal-Trevino et al., (2015) iso-female egg hatch. However it fell in the 64 – 82 % hatchability recorded by Khan et al., (2013) in which about a number of 64 eggs or below are classified as low hatchability. It can therefore be said that hatchability was high in both the eggs produced from the crosses which involved both strains.

Although it took a significantly shorter development time in the laboratory adapted strain (8.19 days) as compared to 11.05 days in the wild strain (Figure
4.4), both fell within the normal duration of *Anopheles* mosquitoes life cycle of 14-27 days (Vikareal-Trevino *et al.*, 2015). This shows that when immature stages of laboratory colonized mosquitoes are released into the field, it will not delay in developing into an adult. Since any delay will make it vulnerable to predation or miss the opportunity to mate with female mosquitoes which might flaw the whole control process.

4.9 Conclusions

The laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain was bigger than the wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* since it had a significantly longer wing than the wild strain. The laboratory-adapted strain was bigger, while the wild strain was intermediate in size when compared to previous work by other researchers. After correlating the body length, wing length, body size index and wing size index of both strains, it was concluded that wing length and wing length index are the best morphometric methods to estimate the size of mosquitoes, and probably other dipterans, because measurements are simple to do, versatile and efficient. Irrespective of slight numerical variations in the genitalia rotation of both strains, there was no significant difference in the genitalia rotation of both the laboratory-adapted strain and the wild strain, therefore both strains become sexually matured at the same time. The laboratory-adapted strain had more egg production per female than the wild strain, thus can be said to be more fecund at the first gonotrophic cycle than the wild strain. Fertility was the same in both strains after
the first gonotrophic cycle. The developmental time from egg stage to pupal stage was very short in the laboratory-adapted strain than the wild strain.
CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 SEXUAL COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN THE LABORATORY-ADAPTED REDCO STRAIN OF ANOPHELES GAMBAE WITH ITS WILD STRAIN FROM THE SAME ORIGIN.

5.1 Background

Reproductive behaviour is affected by factors such as population density, nutrition and environmental conditions can influence fitness of insects (Takken and Lindsay, 2005). These factors greatly affect the length of sperms of Anopheles reared under laboratory conditions for a very long period. On the contrary size of testes was significantly larger in colonized strain than the wild strain. Accessory glands size decreased significantly in the laboratory strain (Baeshen et al., 2014). The biology of mosquitoes also focuses on survival of larvae, adult longevity, flight ability, and mating competitiveness (Lees et al., 2013). Well inseminated mosquito have opaque, dark coloured spherically shaped spermathecae while uninseminated spermathecae look transparent in colour (Benedict, 2007). In sexual compatibility studies, heterosis which is a genetic characteristic of hybrid crosses that show vigor and mating competitiveness, thus showing high swarms and insemination rate (Birchler et al., 2010 ; CIMMYT, 1997). According to Baeshen et al., (2014), long term colonization reduces accessory gland size, shortens sperm tail, and enlarge testes size of male mosquitoes which is possible to affect the sexual compatibility of the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain. A reduction in the size of the accessory glands can
affect the survival of stored sperms since accessory glands, which are responsible for sperm nourishment might be incapable of secreting enough nutrients to keep all the sperms viable (Pascini et al., 2013). On the other hand, Fox et al., (2002) suggests that large testicular size is an advantageous trait, since the larger the testes the more sex hormones produced and more matured sperms produced. It is now a known fact that 20 – hydroxy – ecdysone steroid hormone filled mating plugs make it possible for a sustained high insemination rate and also high egg production (Fox et al., 2002). If true, then the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes have an upper sexual competitive advantage over wild male mosquitoes (Akst, 2013 ; Baldini et al., 2013 ; Chapman, 2009 ; Gabrieli et al., 2014 ; Robinson, 2013). Lima et al., (2004) concluded that laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes are more competitive, with higher rates of insemination while wild male mosquitoes had lower insemination rates. On the contrary, Richardson and Williams, (2013) gave a counter report that wild male mosquitoes rather had a higher insemination rate than the long term colonized male mosquitoes.

According to literature, pure laboratory strain crosses laid more eggs while crosses involving wild males and laboratory-adapted female mosquitoes had the least number of egg production (Lima et al., 2004). Egg hatchability experiment which was done for F 40 generation mosquitoes and wild mosquitoes was around 90 % with no statistical significance (Richardson and Williams, 2013). In another experiment conducted by Maciel-de-Freitas et al., (2004) and Clements, (2012) the mean hatch rate ranged from 80 % to 88.9 %.
Swarming behaviour shows fitness of male mosquitoes, since one round of swarming routine can make use of about 50% of energy reserves (Howell and Knols, 2009). Swarming can take 10 minutes, 30 minutes or 60 minutes (Howell and Knols, 2009; Vinogradova, 2000). This means that the most competitive males are energetic and are able to mate with more than one female. Some male mosquitoes are denied mating which can be associated to sexual immaturity and lower fitness. Shorter swarming peak period is an evolutionary adaptation in mosquitoes to reduce the rate of predation during swarming (Parrish and Hamner, 1998). Mosquito swarms are influenced by natural conditions (Irby et al., 2012) and often have male mosquitoes moving in polarized pattern (Shishika et al., 2014). Also, when male mosquitoes form large swarms, the probability of finding mates increases. Swarms are driven by inherent internal clock mechanism (Parrish and Hamner, 1998). Some mosquitoes complexes have the ability to form swarms over markers while some do not rely on markers to swarm (Charwood et al., 2002; Manoukis et al., 2009; WHO, 2007).

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.3 Mating experiment; swarm formation and insemination

About 700 pupae each of wild Recdo strain and laboratory-adapted REDCO strain were put into two cages to emerge into adults. They were sexed into different cages after about 11 hours of emergence to prevent or drastically reduce the probability of mating and ensure the virginity of both sexes.
Four (4) cages were set up and carefully labelled as Cage 1, Cage 2, Cage 3 and Cage 4. Cage 1 contained one hundred (100) wild REDCO male mosquitoes and one hundred (100) laboratory-adapted REDCO female mosquitoes. Cage 2 contained 100 wild REDCO female mosquitoes and 100 laboratory-adapted REDCO male mosquitoes. The Cage 3 and Cage 4 represented the controls. Cage 3 contained 100 females and 100 males of wild REDCO mosquitoes, while Cage 4 contained 100 females and 100 males of laboratory-adapted REDCO mosquitoes. The whole mating experiments were replicated three times. Summary of the mating crosses is given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Mating Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental cages</th>
<th>Control cages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cage</td>
<td>Cage 1</td>
<td>Cage 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mating crosses</td>
<td>100 WR ♂</td>
<td>100 WR ♀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crosses</td>
<td>100 LR ♀</td>
<td>100 LR ♂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WR = Wild REDCO mosquitoes LR = Laboratory-adapted REDCO mosquitoes

Cotton wool soaked into a 5 ml vial containing 20 % glucose solution was placed into each of the four cages. The glucose solution in each cage was changed after every two days. Mosquitoes in each cage were left together for seven days to ensure higher probability of copulation. Insemination of each female was checked
at the end of the seventh day, using the protocol developed by Benedict (2007). Swarming activities were visually observed with the aid of a touch light and the average number of males taking part in swarm and those resting were counted and recorded for each dark cycle, for the seven days duration. Fifty female mosquitoes were randomly sampled from both the wild and laboratory-adapted cages and the insemination status of each female was checked at the end of the seventh day, using the protocol developed by Benedict (2007). Swarming activities were visually observed with the aid of a touch light and the average number of males taking part in swarm and those resting were counted and recorded for each dark cycle, for the seven days duration as shown in Figure 5.3. Though this method was very difficult and might affect the results minimally, since male mosquitoes response to the light hampered effective counting. The effect was not very adverse since the sample size was small.

5.4 Dissection of spermathecae to determine insemination status

Protocol by Benedict, (2007) in Malaria Research 4 (MR4) for dissecting spermathecae to determine insemination status was used. In order to be sure if the laboratory-adapted mosquitoes reared in the laboratory for over several generations have the potential in effectively transferring sperms into females, it is important to know whether copulated or mated females are inseminated or not. This is done by simply dissecting the spermathecae and determining whether sperms are present or absent. The spermatheca is situated near the terminalia
inside segment VIII and sometimes be seen through the cuticle while viewing the ventral side of the abdomen. It is a spherical, fenestrated dark-brown organ which mimics a golf ball in appearance. The spermatheca surrounded by accessory tissues is gently removed by using one dissecting pin to hold the eighth segment down while using the other pin to gently pull out the terminalia and segment IX.

Figure 5.2 Observation of insemination status of female Anopheles gambiae.

A; Aspirating and mechanically knocking down of female Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes to check for insemination.
B; Dissecting of the spermathecae under a dissecting microscope.
C; Checking for insemination with the help of a compound light microscope.

5.5 Procedure for the dissection of spermatheca

Adult female mosquitoes were made unconscious by mechanically knocking them against cage, so as to observe sperms swim. A drop of 10 % NaCl mosquito saline solution was placed on a clean slide using a pasteur pipette. The thorax of the female mosquitoes were gently grasped with a pair of forceps and placed ventrally
with the abdomen resting in the saline solution under the stereoscope. The terminalia of each female mosquito was gently removed by grasping them and pulling away slowly using the pointed tip of the dissecting pin. The dark spherical spermatheca surrounded by accessory tissues was located within the 8th segment after removing terminalia and the ninth segment. The cadaver of the mosquito and remaining tissues were disposed. A cover slip was gently put on the spermatheca using a needle (to avoid rupturing the spermathecae). On the underside of the slide, a circle was drawn to surround the spermathecae using a permanent marker which made it simpler to locate the tiny organ under the compound light microscope. Under 100 times magnification on a compound microscope, the spermathecae were checked for insemination. Inseminated spermathecae usually have concentric threads and clusters of swimming sperms in it, while the uninseminated females had fairly transparent spermathecae.

5.6 Data Analysis

The experimental design used was the completely randomized design (CRD) and three replications were done for each experiment to ensure drastic reduction of error and bias. The data acquired was analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 16.0. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to check for differences in means in the percentage insemination experiment. A Tukey - HSD test was done for mean separation between means that showed significant difference. A p – value of 5% was used as a standard for
statistical significance level. The analyzed data were illustrated in figures or graphs.

5.6 Results

5.6.1 Results of Swarming Experiment.
The laboratory-adapted REDCO *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes formed more crowded swarms than the wild REDCO *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes, as shown from Figures 4.1 and 4.2. More mosquitoes were captured during swarming in the laboratory-adapted strain than the wild strain.

![Figure 5.2 Swarming activities of both laboratory and wild strains at dusk.](image)

The data in Figure 5.2 show two different swarm peaks between the laboratory-adapted strain and the wild strain. This difference in peaks is not statistically significant. The laboratory-adapted strain had a mean swarm number of 2.43 ± 0.30 while the wild strain had a mean swarm value of 1.71 ± 0.29, with both having a significant value of $p = 0.109$ and values of 3.25 and 2.75 respectively.
5.6.2 Mating Experiment and insemination rate

![Percentage insemination in the mating crosses.](image)

Figure 5.3 Percentage insemination in the mating crosses.

Data on the percentage insemination among the crosses between the two strains is shown in Figure 5.3. Although percentage insemination was not the same among the crosses, there were no significant differences between their values. The percentage insemination of the cross between male laboratory-adapted strain and female wild strain $L^\varnothing \times W^\varnothing$ was $77.33 \% \pm 8.97 \%$, $p = 0.070$ and the cross between the wild male strain and female laboratory-adapted strain $W^\varnothing \times L^\varnothing$ was $57.33 \% \pm 8.11 \%$, $p = 0.070$. The values of the control experiments which were the cross within the laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain were $86.00 \% \pm 4.62 \%$, $p = 0.070$ and $49.33 \% \pm 12.88 \%$, $p = 0.070$ respectively. The control experiments also had no significant difference within them.

5.7.3 Mating experiment and egg production

Data on the mean number of eggs produced among the crosses between the two strains are shown in Figure 5.5. The number of eggs produced in the cross between laboratory-adapted strain $L^\varnothing \times L^\varnothing$ was the highest with the value of
1098.00 ± 119.00, (p = 0.000) which had a high significant difference compared to the cross between the wild strain $W\sigma \times W\varphi$ (594.00 ± 20.00, p = 0.000) and the wild male strain and female laboratory-adapted strain cross, $W\sigma \times L\varphi$ (237.00 ± 40.00, p = 0.000) respectively. On the contrary, male laboratory-adapted strain and female wild strain $L\sigma \times W\varphi$ (848 ± 63.00, p = 0.000) had no significant difference between laboratory-adapted strain $L\sigma \times L\varphi$ and the wild strain $W\sigma \times W\varphi$.

![Figure 5.4 Egg production among the mating crosses.](image)

The percentage egg production per 50 females *Anopheles gambiae* in different crosses involving the two strains.

### 5.6.4 Mating experiment and hatchability

The percentage egg hatch data had no significant difference among the crosses. The percentage egg hatch of the cross between male laboratory-adapted strain and
female wild strain $L^\varnothing \times W^\varnothing$ was 90.72 % ± 2.18 %, ($p = 0.148$) and the cross between the wild male strain and female laboratory-adapted strain $W^\varnothing \times L^\varnothing$ was 79.71 % ± 3.13 %, $p = 0.148$. The values of the control experiments which were the cross within the laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain were 90.72 % ± 2.18 %, $p = 0.148$ and 80.38 % ± 5.15 %, $p = 0.158$ respectively. The control experiments also had no significant difference within them.

![Egg hatch percentage chart](image)

Figure 5.5 Percentage egg hatch among the eggs produced from the mating crosses.

5.7 Discussions

In this chapter, studies focused on the laboratory-adapted strain and wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* male mosquitoes. It showed that the swarming activity of the wild strain increased from 1 to a mean swarm peak value of 3.00 ± 0.30 within 4 to 6 minutes. It sharply declined to a mean 1 ± 0.30 at 14 minutes period. This
result indicates that the first 6 minutes after dusk is when swarming by the wild male mosquito strain became intense. The peak swarming was shorter, taking about 2 minutes. The steep decline in swarming activity can be due to the probability that all wild male mosquito strain had the chance to mate with females or they had a faster depletion of energy to continue mating or probably it is an evolutionary adaptive trait to evade the risk of predation during swarming (Parrish and Hamner, 1998).

The laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain on the other hand had its swarming activity increasing from 1.00 ± 0.30 to a peak of 3.00 ± 0.30 but this was followed by a gentle decline to 2.00 ± 0.30 swarming activity after 14 minutes period. This means that the male laboratory-adapted mosquitoes sustained high swarming for a longer period than the wild strain. This phenomenon could be due to the ability of the colonized strain to feed effectively and store enough food to be used in swarming or a super swarming fitness of the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain or probably an evolutionary adaption of the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain, in which swarming trait has been selected over time. Since swarming activity consume about half the energy of male mosquitoes as reported by Howell and Knols, (2009) it is possible that the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes had more energy reserves than the wild male mosquitoes. The peak swarming activity was broad, stretching from 6 – 10 minutes, thus a gap of 2 minutes more than the wild strain. However, the two strains showed no significant difference in swarming activity within the same time range. This is indicative of the fact that, the ability to form swarms, which is an essential inextricable pre-
mating characteristic, was exhibited similarly by both the laboratory – adapted strain and wild strain. In the laboratory – adapted strain, the first 10 minutes was the period of intense swarming. This period of swarming in this work agrees with the 10 – 30 minutes range recorded in the publication of Howell and Knols, (2009) and 5 minutes to 60 minutes range according to Vinogradova, (2000). This hypothesizes that there is a high probability that mass reared male mosquitoes released into the wild for the purpose of SIT or genetic control, can form swarms effectively. Effective swarms due to the reason that many male mosquitoes forming part of swarms for longer swarming periods. Thus giving equal chance to mass reared strain in forming swarms.

Although swarming between the laboratory – adapted strain and the wild strain were statistically the same, it can alter in real field conditions. The black spot myth of swarming behaviour is due to certain unknown signals employed in swarming under natural conditions. Swarming is seen as a group expression but precisely, it is being executed independently by each male mosquito. Each has a unique flight path and speed, but at the same time overlaps and interacts with each other, since they exhibit non polarized form of swarm motion (Shishika et al., 2014). The interaction can be attributed to male competition since some are deprived the opportunity to mate with females. Males with the best flight speed, maneuverability and swarm tone are often the preferred choice of females. This complex-individual-interaction result in a cluster observed as swarming. One possible counter-success factor on mass releases of long term colonized mosquitoes is unstable environmental conditions. Irby et al., (2012) proposed that
long term alterations in temperature and rainfall pattern present in the natural environment are capable of affecting the swarming behaviour and biology of mosquitoes. If this assertion is true in the real world, then swarming activity of laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes might be significantly lower than the wild strain. From this work it was realized that the wild male mosquito strain possessed an advantageous attribute in that it took a shorter swarm peak time than the laboratory – adapted strain.

Parrish and Hamner, (1998) and Rios and Connelly, (2013) concluded in their works that short but efficient swarming is advantageous in the natural environment. This gives mosquitoes bonus time to escape the cost of predation and possibly to inseminate females quickly and spread their genes to more females. It can therefore be postulated that under natural conditions, many mass reared male mosquitoes will be lost to predators such as dragon flies, bats and birds. This is because the duration of swarming takes a longer time in the laboratory colonized mosquitoes. Nevertheless, this can be averted by inflating the ratio of mass reared male mosquitoes to wild strain such as from 5 : 1 to 10 : 1 as done in SIT releases, to achieve effective eradication. (Maiga et al., 2014 ; Parrish and Hamner, 1998). Although the swarm size was not significantly larger between the laboratory – adapted and wild strains, this work shows that the laboratory – adapted strain showed fairly large swarms descriptively than the wild strain. This agrees with Parrish and Hamner, (1998) who said that larger swarm size, shape, height and density increases the chance of mate pairing, thus giving them the chance to mate with female mosquitoes.
The fact that both the laboratory – adapted strain and wild strain had similar swarming peak (Figure 5.2) is evidential of the fact that the internal clock mechanism irrespective of environmental stimuli stays preserved for more than 90 generations (Parrish and Hamner, 1998). The statistically similar swarms formed by both the laboratory – adapted male mosquito strain and wild male mosquito strain agrees with Charlwood et al., (2002) who found out that swarm shape, height and size are fairly the same. One aspect of the laboratory – adapted strain which can be investigated in the future is its ability to swarm over markers. Although both laboratory – adapted and wild strains of Anopheles gambiae s.s inherently do not need markers, sometimes wild Anopheles gambiae s.s rarely do swarm over markers such as shrubs, humans, animals and water bodies (Charwood et al., 2002; Manoukis et al., 2009). This statistical non significance in swarming between both strains help them to reduce the danger of not getting a mate, avoid re-mating already copulated females and also help them attract females effectively (Manoukis et al., 2009).

Fertilization of mosquitoes can only be possible if insemination of females is a success. The transparency or opacity of the spermathecae show whether a female mosquito was successfully inseminated (Benedict, 2007). In this study, insemination resulting from the cross between the laboratory-adapted male and female strain was highest (Figure 5.3). Thus this might have been possible due to adaptation to the laboratory conditions. However, the results of insemination obtained from the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes and wild female mosquitoes, and also wild male mosquitoes and laboratory-adapted female
mosquitoes can be linked to heterosis (Birchler et al., 2010; CIMMYT, 1997). Figure 5.2 and 5.3 also showed that the reason for the non-significant rate of insemination is as a result of the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain being able to form better swarms in crosses that involved it, such as the cross between \( L^X \times L^\Phi \) (86 \%) and \( L^X \times W^\Phi \) (77.33 \%) had non-significantly high insemination rate. Statistically, these changes in percentage insemination among the crosses were not significant. It can be deduced that both the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain and the wild male mosquito strain both have equal ability to inseminate wild female mosquitoes. This makes it possible for mass reared sterile males or genetically engineered males to pass on any desired or altered gene to wild female mosquitoes in order to achieve control purpose (Alphey et al., 2010; Benedict et al., 2009; Howell and Knols, 2009; Muhenga et al., 2011; Nolan et al., 2011; Singer, 2011). The same rate of insemination is a clear indication that both strains have not got deviated courtship behaviour and that isolating mosquitoes from their wild strain for several generations, as in the case of the laboratory-adapted strain still has the ability to form hormonal plugs, which might have probably led to similar rates of insemination (Akst, 2013; Baldini et al., 2013; Chapman, 2009; Gabrieli et al., 2014; Ilango, 2005; Robinson, 2013).

This work shows that during release of mass reared laboratory-adapted strains, probability of insemination between wild male mosquitoes and laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes will be 1 : 1 since there were no significant difference between them. This can therefore provide an equal chance for sterile sperms or any
manipulated gene of interest to be transferred from mass reared male mosquitoes into wild females. Also, since insemination rates were fairly the same for crosses involving both laboratory-adapted and wild male mosquito strains, it can be predicted that fertilized black-coloured eggs will result, because uninseminated female mosquitoes will not lay any eggs or might lay whitish eggs, which signify no occurrence of fertilization (Yamamoto et al., 2013). This work also proposes that although laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes have shorter sperm tails as reported by (Baeshen et al., 2014), they are still able to meet the necessary speed as compared with the wild male sperms, therefore having insemination rates which are almost at par (Figure 5.3).

Insemination follows partner pairing and mating in mosquitoes (Howell and Knols, 2009). Insemination in mosquitoes ensures that the spermatheca which is sac-like disc is well filled with sperms, to be used later for fertilization of female eggs. The results from this study show some variation exist in the insemination rate between each of the crosses. Although the differences were not statistically significant, the cross involving the pure wild mosquito strain had a lower insemination rate of 49.33 %, which means less than half of the female mosquitoes were inseminated. This can be attributed to the wild population not adapted to such artificial laboratory conditions or it is possibly a replay of what really happens in the wild. The next to have least insemination rate was the cross between wild males and laboratory-adapted females (57.33 %). Crosses involving laboratory-adapted males had the highest insemination rates of 77.33 % and 86 % respectively. The comparison of these crosses though descriptively infer that
laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes out competed their wild male counterpart in
the ability to efficiently inseminate females. This suggests that laboratory-adapted
male mosquitoes are not that less competitive even under laboratory conditions as
reported by (Lima et al., 2004; Richardson and Williams, 2013). It is therefore no
coincidence that the rate of insemination and swarming activities reflected similar
competitiveness in the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain. The lack of
significant difference in the rate of insemination in all the crossings indicate a
possible synchrony of the competitiveness which is bound to happen between
laboratory-reared male mosquitoes and the wild male during mass release control
programmes. This synchrony will enable the mass reared male mosquitoes
compete effectively or even outcompete the wild male mosquitoes if the
laboratory strain are released in large numbers to unbalance the ratio in their
favour. Hamady et al., (2013) also recorded high rate of insemination in the
colonized strain which was also not significant. Another work conducted by Lima
et al., (2004) had a significantly higher insemination rate in the laboratory-
adapted strain (70 %) as compared to the wild strain (45 %). On the contrary,
Richardson and Williams, (2013) rather had higher insemination rate in the wild
strain than the laboratory-adapted strain. If this work, which is supported by
Hamady et al., (2013) and Lima et al., (2004) are true, then this will significantly
accelerate the spread of sterile sperms or any genetically altered gene of control
interest (Alphey et al., 2010; Benedict et al., 2009; Hamady et al., 2013; Howell
and Knols, 2009; Singer, 2011).
Research findings by Baeshen et al., (2014), that states that laboratory conditions and inbreeding affect the competitiveness of laboratory-reared male mosquitoes are not completely justified, unless there are secondary factors such as irradiation of male mosquitoes which might affect the competitiveness of the laboratory-reared male mosquitoes. This is because irradiation is able to reduce the competitiveness of male mosquitoes by half (Maiga et al., 2014). Success in El Salvador mosquito control programme using SIT refutes the possibility that effective dose used in irradiation can affect the competitiveness of male mosquitoes significantly; unless probably a wrong radiation dose or over dose was used (Benedict et al., 2009). For insemination to be highly successful, sperms must show qualities like energetic and healthy sperms as a result of nourishment from accessory glands, ability for sperms to swim faster, and the presence of certain peptide compounds in the male mosquito semen called mating plugin which prevents leakage of sperms from spermathecae (Akst, 2013 ; Baldini et al., 2013 ; Chapman, 2009 ; Gabrieli et al., 2014 ; Robinson, 2013). Since insemination from crosses that included laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes were above 50 %, it can be said to have had a successful insemination rate thus it has the qualities stated above. There is a clear indication that smaller accessory glands in laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes as recorded by (Baeshen et al., 2014) do not significantly affect rate of insemination and sperm nourishment.

Contrary to the rate of insemination among the crossings, there was significant difference in egg production as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The eggs produced in cross had significantly the highest number of eggs (1098) when compared with
eggs produced in the cross between $W^\delta \times W^\varphi$ (594) and $W^\delta \times L^\varphi$ (237). This work shows that the two different sets of crossings that produced the greatest number of eggs both contained the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes. It can therefore be deduced that female mosquitoes who were mated and inseminate by the laboratory males laid most eggs. It seems that a similar pattern on competitiveness from swarming activity, to rate of insemination down to egg production is favouring crossings involving laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes.

One reason which might have led to the $L^\delta \times L^\varphi$ cross having the highest egg production is either the possibility that evolutionary selection of females with high egg laying ability or sexually virile male mosquitoes who are able to mate well have survived throughout several generations and thus might have passed on those mating abilities to their progenies over time. Also, it can be said that the laboratory-adapted mosquito strain is more habituated with the laboratory conditions, particularly; the way they feed on sugar to obtain energy, the way female mosquitoes blood feed and possibly because they are used to the temperature and humidity in the laboratory. There is likelihood that there exist inherent factors due to genetic selection causing the high egg production in the $L^\delta \times L^\varphi$ cross than a mere micro-adaptation to laboratory conditions as this is again reflected in the cross between $L^\delta \times W^\varphi$. It can be concluded that the laboratory adapted male mosquitoes have acquired special traits over time which might include the production of healthy, energetic and fast swimming sperms. Maybe the enlarged testes associated with mosquitoes reared in the laboratory for long time as quoted by Baeshen et al., (2014) can be linked to large amount of
matured spermatozoa production. There has been a recent discovery of a peptide called 20 – hydroxy – ecdysone hormone (20 E) in male ejaculate which has the ability of totally manipulating female reproductive system. This protein forms a gel-like cork structure that is able to prevent already mated females from remating, helps in storing and sealing of sperms by preventing leakages from spermathecae. It also serves as markers to identify mating status of females (Akst, 2013; Baldini et al., 2013; Chapman, 2009; Gabrieli et al., 2014; Robinson, 2013).

The significantly high number of eggs produced by crosses involving laboratory-adapted males as shown in Figure 5.4 can be linked possession of advantageous genes selected by the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes over a long time. Since individuals with desired traits are favoured in evolution, it is absolute that males unable to produce this hormone or who produced little were eliminated from the population after over F 90 generations of competition in the laboratory, thus ensuring the survival of the fittest male mosquitoes which probably caused more egg production in all the crosses that involved the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain. The outcome of egg produced from 100 % L♂ x L♀ and W♂ x W♀ crosses can be due to almost complete gene homogeneity in each population since each was either pure wild strain or colonized strain. It can be postulated that each population has fairly homogenous gene pool characteristic of pure strains. Although inbreeding is ascribed with expression of weak, repressive traits in a population due to insufficient gene diversity and gene mixture it can be academically guessed that egg production, swarming activity and insemination
should be depressed but in this case an elevation in egg production was recorded in both the pure strains. However, the cross between the L♂ x W♀ did not show any significant difference in egg production when compared to eggs produced in both L♂ x L♀ and W♂ x W♀ crosses. This positive correlation can be due to the phenomenon known as heterosis. This is because wild-colony-hybrid vigor resurfaces after crossing two populations with uniquely different gene pools (Birchler et al., 2010; CIMMYT, 1997). That was the reason why egg production in the L♂ x W♀ cross was averagely the same as that of L♂ x L♀ and W♂ x W♀. On the contrary, eggs produced in W♂ x L♀ cross showed negative heterosis, since the advantageous trait of producing more eggs was suppressed. This counter heterotic characteristic is a vivid indication that the wild male mosquitoes exhibited lower vigor, fitness and competitiveness as compared to the laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain. According to Hamady et al., (2013) the pure laboratory-adapted strain had more eggs laid than the rest of the other crosses. This finding agrees with the result in this work. Hamady et al., (2013) recorded no significant difference between the pure laboratory-adapted strain (L♂ x L♀) and the next cross (L♂ x W♀) which had more eggs. The cross between the hybrid (W♂ x L♀) had the least egg production, which was the same as the results in Figure 5.4. Quite different from findings in this work, the cross between the pure wild strain (W♂ x W♀) rather was the second leader in egg production, followed by the hybrid cross (L♂ x W♀). From both experiments, it is clear that crosses involving the laboratory-adapted male mosquitoes showed high egg production, signifying sexual competitiveness of the laboratory-adapted strain.
There was no significant difference in percentage egg hatch (Figure 5.5). Hatchability in eggs produced from L♂ x L♀, W♂ x W♀, L♂ x W♀ and W♂ x L♀ crosses were fairly the same. Since the difference in the hatchability is statistically not significant, it can be concluded that rearing mosquitoes in the laboratory for as long as over F 90 generations does not affect the sexual compatibility of the mosquitoes. This proves how viable the sperms of both the wild and laboratory-adapted males can be. Thus, a high standard of quality control must be put in place to ensure that male mosquitoes targeted for mass releases are completely sterile otherwise the purpose of the mosquito control will be futile because sperms from the mass released male mosquitoes will fertilize the eggs of the wild females equally as the wild male, thereby aggravating the vector problem than solving it.

### 5.8 Conclusion

The results demonstrate that long term colonization of mosquitoes significantly increased egg production in the cross involving pure laboratory – adapted mosquito strain (L♂ x L♀) and hybrid cross (L♂ x W♀).

The results obtained from the study have added more knowledge to the already existing literature on the effects of long term colonization of *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes. They could be used to provide information in mass rearing of mosquitoes. The results could also be used to provide a baseline data for quality control of male mosquitoes, mass reared for genetic control and SIT control purposes.
The results confirm that swarming activity, rate of insemination, and egg hatchability are not significantly different in both the laboratory-adapted mosquitoes and the wild mosquito strain.
CHAPTER SIX

6.0 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 General conclusions

The laboratory-adapted male mosquito strain was bigger than the wild strain of *Anopheles gambiae* since it had a significantly longer wing than the wild strain. The laboratory-adapted strain was bigger, while the wild strain was intermediate in size when compared to previous work by other researchers. Wing length and wing length index are the best morphometric method to estimate the size of mosquitoes, and probably other dipterans, because measurements are simple to do, versatile and efficient. Irrespective of slight numerical variations in the genitalia rotation of both strains, there was no significant difference in the genitalia rotation of both the laboratory-adapted strain and the wild strain, therefore both strains become sexually matured at the same time.

The laboratory-adapted strain had more egg production per female than the wild strain, thus can be said to be more fecund at the first gonotrophic cycle than the wild strain. Fertility was the same in both strains after the first gonotrophic cycle.

The developmental time from egg stage to pupal stage was very short in the laboratory-adapted strain than the wild strain. This means that more *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes can be produced in a significantly shorter period based on the assumption that the rearing facility or laboratory maintains high quality
control standards. This can make SIT more possible since more male mosquitoes can be reared, sterilized through irradiation and released on a faster pace.

Long term colonization of mosquitoes significantly increased egg production in the cross involving pure laboratory – adapted mosquito strain \( (L♂ \times L♀) \) and hybrid cross \( (L♂ \times W♀) \).

The study have added more knowledge to the already existing literature on the effects of long term colonization of \emph{Anopheles gambiae} mosquitoes. It could be used as a source of information in mass rearing of mosquitoes. It could also be used to provide a baseline data for quality control of male mosquitoes, mass reared for genetic control and SIT control purposes.

Swarming activity, rate of insemination, and egg hatchability are not significantly different in both the laboratory-adapted mosquitoes and the wild mosquito strain.

6.2 General recommendations

Though the comparison of the colonized strain and wild strain were done at the organismal level, there is a need to check for any changes in the biology and behaviour at the genetic level. This can help identify the gene(s) which might have been responsible for the higher insemination and egg production in the colonized strain. This can be isolated and artificially engineered into mass reared male mosquitoes to make them super fit.

Further mating experiments between colonized strain, wild strain, sterilized strain (irradiation) and genetically modified strain should be done under complete field
environment, exposed to natural elements and if possible on an island or isolated area, to effectively measure performance of released mosquitoes.

Better swarm formation types, sizes and behaviour should be researched on using high powered infrared 3D videoing, or other higher resolution night-vision cameras.

Swarming of colonized male Anopheles gambiae s.s mosquitoes must be compared to both wild Anopheles gambiae s.s to see if mass released strains can inter-swarm with wild types.

Since swarming took a short time and occurred during the dark phase, more cutting edge detectable marking system such as gene and protein based markers must be developed. It should probably be able to make real-time tracking of mosquito swarms and dispersal of released mosquitoes possible under both laboratory and field settings.

Further research should be conducted on radiation sterilized male mosquitoes, genetically modified male mosquitoes (none irradiated) and wild male mosquitoes for competitive fittness and mating behaviour.

Further work on morphometric comparison using geometric (land mark) morphometry is recommended, since it requires more advanced features and geographic modellings and able to measure wing size (surface area), wing length and wing shape at a single scanning. Since it requires less human inputs it is more accurate.
Apart from checking for insemination, it is recommended to count sperms stored in each spermathecae.

Speed of sperms during insemination and fertilization need to be calculated. Also markers to help trace path of sperms as well as measure its velocity need to be developed.

Amount of 20 E hormone released by each strain needs to be quantified in the future, and the mystery in its link to egg production unveiled. This can help in artificially boosting the production of this hormone in colonized strains.

Egg production for more than one gonotrophic cycle is recommended to be done. As well as fecundity and fertility studies for colonized strain, irradiated strain and genetically engineered strain.

Development of 3D modeling for the genitalia rotation of male mosquitoes as well as 3D morphometric measurements.

Work on the possibility of recording swarm tone of mosquitoes and using its intensity to relate to effective swarm formation.

Lastly, a global standard for mosquito size, rate of sexual maturity, and effective behaviour of mosquitoes be developed for any mass rearing facilities before sterilized mosquitoes (irradiated) or genetically modified mosquitoes are released. This will ensure fitness, quality control and success of genetic based mosquito control.
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